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THREE GREAT REFERENCE 
WORKS AVAILABLE AGAIN 
IN GALE REPRINT EDITIONS 
William Thomas Lowndes 
THE BIBLIOGRAPHER'S MANUAL OF 
ENGLISH LITERATURE, 
containing an account of rare, curious, and useful 
books, publislled in or relating to Great Britain and 
Ireland, from the invention of printing; with biblio-
graphical and critical notices, collations of the rarer 
.-ticles, ·and the prices at which they have been sold 
One of the· truly great bibliographical works of all 
time, the Bibliographer's manual lists about 50,000 
works with author, title, place, date and size, with 
occasional notes as to rarity, value, editions, reprints, 
etc., of principal works in Divinity, Ecclesiastical and 
Civil History, Biography, Voyages and Travels, Antiq-
uities, Heraldry, Jurisprudence, Sciences, the Arts, .etc. 
Volume 8 has an appendix of lists of publications 
of societies and printing clubs, books issued by private 
presses, lists of series, etc. 
"A required item in any research library, and will 
be souJht by collecton who value the tuqpd commen-
taries. "---Referencie Quarterly 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1837 
Republished: Gale Research Company,1968 
·Four Volumes - 1,080 Pages· $98.50 
·~ 
Friedrich A. Ebert 
A GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL 
DICTIONARY 
Translated from the German by Arthur BroWne 
The Ebert is an important universal bibliography of 
24,280 rare or noteworthy books unconfined to any one 
period or language, whose original publication (AIIge- · 
.meines Bibliographisches Lexicon, Leipzig, F. A. · 
Brockhaus, 2 vols., 1821-30) was heralded as one of the 
great library events of the early nineteenth century. 
A typical entry gives the author, title and subtitle, 
. place, publisher; date, size, nwnber of volumes, prices, 
critical or historical commentary, and notes on des-
cription of editions. 
"The work it aeems, wu aimea u much to the 
coUector u to the scholar, and the entries DOt illfre. 
.quently end in the book trade's cilstonwy u.e ot 
epithets and descriptions. • • • The solid "information 
provided by Ebert in the oripna1 work and taken ov• 
in translation, places before us a compreheruive aDd 
useful picture or the resoUrce& available to German 
scholars at the beginning or the nineteenth century, 
a formative period or c:lauical and medieveal aad 
renaiuance schollnhip. "-Nota and Queriea 
.London: Henry G. Bohn, 1869 
Republilbed: Gale R~h Company, 1967 
Ei&ht Volumes· 3,363 Pages· $97.50 
William Swan Sonnenschein 
THE BEST BOOKS: 
A Reader's Guide to the Choice of the Best Available 
Books in Every Department of Science, Art and 
Literature, with the Dates of the First and. Lut 
Editions, and the Price, Size and Publisher's Name 
·(Both English and American) of Each Book: A Con-
tribution Towards Systematic Bibliography 
A list of 150,000 works arranged by author and 
subject, covering every department of science, art, 
and literature, with the price, size, and publisher's 
name {both English and American) of each book. 
Volume VI offers ·one of the twentieth century's 
most valuable and comprehensive author, title, and 
subject indexes, plus the addresses of some 1,500 
British publishers; private presses, learned societies, 
etc. 
"William Swan Sonaelllcheill'a Ben Boob belonp 
to the peat ane or 19th century bibliopaphy wh• 
slant works, largely planned and carried throuah by 
lingre individuals, established the blbliopaphicll 
waterlhed from which our own century hu coatina-
oualy drawn."-From the Introduction 
London: 
Georae Routledp .l Sons, 1910-35, 3t4 Ed. 
Republisbed: Gale Research Company, 1969 
Six Volaimes • 3,760 Paaes • $165.00 
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G. K. HALL & CO. PUBLICATIONS 
Catalog of the 
FOREIGN RELATIONS LIBRARY 
,..---------- THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, INC. , NEW YORK CITY--
PRICE 
U. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $590 .00 
Outside U. S ......... $649.00 
Payment may be made in three 
equal annua l installments for an 
additional 5%. 
G. K. HALL & CO. 
70 LINCOLN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02111 
Ft"ee catalog of publications 
on request 
W E ARE PRIVILEGED to publish the catalog of this outstanding collection, described as follows by the Librarian, Mr. Donald Wasson : 
The Foreign Relations Library was established in 1930 as the Council on Foreign 
Relations Library. The slight present distinction in name is the result of an adminis-
trative decision which resulted in the incorporation of the Library as an affiliate 
of the Council on Foreign Relations. The function of the Library, however, has 
remained the same: to serve the needs of the members of the Council, the Research 
staff, and qualified graduate students and r~search workers in this country and fre-
quently from many foreign countries. 
Ruth Savord, well-known in Special Libraries circles, organized the collection along 
lines which are generally followed to this day. The nucleus of the collection 
was the private library of D avid Hunter Miller, a student of foreign affa irs, long-
time member of the Department of State, and on the staff of the United States 
D elegation to the first Paris Peace Conference ( 1919) . T o this very fine collection 
were added volumes received from Foreign Affairs, the Council's periodical, and by 
purchase. The collection is added to nowadays principally in this fashion, with many 
additions gained through exchange with many similar foreign institutions. 
The Library is designed as a compact research colkction, restricted to important vol-
umes and documents dealing with the diverse problems entering into the study of 
international questio11s. With the ever-widening scope of the field, the collection 
must provide at least limited coverage in practically every are1 of knowledge -
ag riculture, atomic power, economics, history and internal problems of all countries, 
political science and even psychology. 
The aim of the Library is to cover all phases of internationa l relations since 1918; 
but reference and source materials necessary to an understand ing of pre-World War 
I d iplomat ic and economic relations are also included. The collection totals approxi-
mately 55,000 volumes. Bound periodicals, a working collection of League of Nations 
documents and a large collection of unbound United Nations documents do not 
appear in the cata log, but the U nited Nations documents will, eventually, after they 
have been processed . The collection consists of. the following categories: documents 
of international organizations, including, in addition to those noted above, those of 
such organizations as the Counci l of Europe, the European Communities, the Inter-
nationa l Court, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and D evelopment, the 
N ordic Council, and many others, all fully cataloged; government documents, es-
pecially United States, including treaties and hearings involving the conduct of 
international relations; . books and pamphlets, both trade and institutiona l, in all 
W es tern European languages. 
T he cata log is in dictionary form- author, subject, and title ( on a limited basis) . 
Library of Congress cards are used to a considerable extent, but, especially in the 
case of non-English language materials and the documents of international organiza-
tions, much of the cataloging is original. Many pamphlets are treated as books, 
depending on their individual importance, but many are cataloged under subject 
(pamphlet vol umes) or as series by institution .. Subject and bibliography ana lytics 
are given considerable stress. Subject headings generally are those of the Library of 
Congress, but many have been adapted or expanded to meet the needs of a specialized 
co llection. 
The 148,000 cards in this catalog have been reproduced by offset with 
21 cards per 10" 'X 14" page. The nine volumes are bound iri Class A 
library binding. This publication is to be supplemented. 
The Library Catalogs of 
The Hoover Institution on 
WAR, REVOLUTION and PEACE 
Stanford University 
International in scope, the Institution's outstanding collections contain approxi-
mately one million books and pamphlets on political, social and economic change 
in the 20th century. 
Catalog of The Western Language Collections 
63 volumes 
Prepublication price: $3850.00; after April 30J 1970: $4800.00 
Catalogs of The Western Language Serials 
and Newspaper Collections 
3 volumes 
Prepublication price: $ 170.00; after April 301 1970: $215.00 
Catalog of The Chinese Collection 
13 volumes 
Prepublicat3on price: $720.00; after April 301 1970: $900.00 
Catalog of The Japanese Collection 
7 volumes 
Prepublication price: $440.00; after April 301 1970: $5 50.00 
Catalog of The Arabic Collection 
1 volume 
Prepublication price: $65.00; after April 301 1970: $80.00 
Catalogs of The Turkish and Persian Collections 
1 volume 
Prepublication price: $55 .00; after April 301 1970: $70.00 
10% additional charge orders outside the U.S. 
D escriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications 
are available on request. 
G. K. l-I~L\LL ~ CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 021 I I 
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Now you find out what 's in the literature of 
these disciplines by thumbing through your 
weekly copy of a new, unique pocket-size 
journal. CURRENT CONTENTS/Behavioral , 
Social and Management Sciences 
reproduces the table of contents of 673 
United States and foreign journals 
covering these and important 
ancillary fields . 
Now, because you can cut the time needed 
to check on what's being published, you 
have more time for actual reading. More 
time for other productive activities, too. 
Write for complete informat1on on how 
CURRENT CONTENTS/Behavioral, Social 
and Management Sciences can serve as 
your personal research librarian. We'll 
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Original Article Tear Sheet service (OATS)® 
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MICHAEL A. JENNINGS 
Optimizing Library Automation 
with a Central Dynamic Store 
Too many automated library systems are focused toward a mecha-
nized, batch-processing, card-oriented system. The technical processing 
areM of a large library (over 500,000 titles) are mainly business func-
tions applicable to a Central Dynamic Store (Data Bank) concept. 
The implementation of such a concept utilizing an on-line computer 
system is discussed with emphMis on the acquisition, serials, cata-
loging, and circulation functions of a library. 
Too MUCH has been said about the in-
creasing production of printed material 
in the world and the problems this mass 
of material will cause in our present li-
braries. Mechanization is thought to be 
the answer to this complex problem, but 
the inherent problems of mechanization 
have only added to the already existing 
complexities of the library environment. 
This paper assumes that library auto-
mation is needed and discusses a new 
approach in library automation as dis-
tinguished from library mechanization. 
complexities of the library environment. 
Library automation is the implementa-
tion of library procedures on a computer 
as opposed to punched-card equipment 
or mechanization. The approach taken in 
this paper is not new from a systems 
standpoint, but it is new in its applica-
tion to a library environment. Specifical-
ly, the type of library referred to here 
is a university library. This does not 
mean that the methods discussed are not 
applicable to other types of libraries. 
Mr. Jennings is Information Scientist and 
Library Systems Consultant with Arthur D. 
Little, Incorporated, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. 
The techniques of Business Informa-
tion Systems utilizing a "Data Bank" 
store are used to eliminate the single-
function machine concepts of the punch-
card systems. The library as a business 
environment is complemented by a Cen-
tral Dynamic Store (CDS) which hous-
es selected files and which supports the 
simple procedures of the library and 
does not pretend to deal with all of the 
exceptions of the library process. 
THE BusiNESS FuNCTION 
The library as a business has always 
existed, but the library profession has not 
satisfactorily approached it from this 
perspective. The librarian can be viewed 
as a businessman with an information 
service as the product he is furnishing. 
Within the library, there are common 
business functions such as purchasing, 
marketing, bookkeeping, and shipping-
receiving. These functions indicate a 
strong business attitude, and they should 
be treated as such for systems design 
simplicity. 
If these business functions are de-
fined, an approach for automating a 
business service environment can be 
taken. An initial step for definition is 
I 391 
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the analysis of the existing practices for 
more centralized procedures within the 
business or the library. The library, like 
many businesses, exists for the buyer or 
user; therefore, its foundation must be 
centralized for strength and yet fluid for 
diversity in order to meet the demands 
on it. 
The traditionalists have offered .a so-
lution to early business systems. This 
was the punched card. Without this ini-
tial media, large business systems would 
not have progressed to the more so-
phisticated on-line, time-sharing com-
puter systems of today and tomorrow. 
The punched card systems, however, 
are becoming dated, and more effective 
systems are now being implemented. 
From the experience learned through 
early systems, why should libraries adopt 
dated card-systems for libraries? Before 
discussing the CDS approach for li-
braries, some points should be clarified 
about the card-system in the library en-
vironment. 
THE CARD- SYSTEM LIBRARY 
A majority of the library automation 
projects (these are mechanization proj-
ects) revolve around the unit key-
punched card.1 This approach to li-
brary automation is static. Card systems 
are not flexible for the selection and/ or 
changing of specific information. Al-
though card information is machine-
readable, the validity of the information 
is questionable because of the difficult 
verification procedures employed. These 
and other qualities made card-systems 
1 Ralph E. McCoy, "Computerized Circulation Work: 
A Case Study of the 357 Data Collection System," 
Library Resources & Technical Services, IX (Winter 
1965), 59-65; Carl C. Cox, "Mechanized Acquisition 
Procedures at the University of Maryland," College & 
Research Libraries, XXVI (May 1965), 232-36; Bruce 
W. Stewart, "Data Processing in an Academic Library," 
Wilson Library Bulletin, XLI (December 1966), 388-
95; " The Use of Data Processing Equipment in Cir-
culation Control," Library Technology Reports (July 
1965), 24 p. (Widener Memorial Library, Harvard 
University Research Library at U.C.L.A., Research 
Library at the Thomas }. Watson Research Center of 
IBM Corporation). 
unsuitable for modern libraries as well as 
non-compatible with .any other library 
environment than the one for which 
they were designed. 
The mechanization of library proce-
dures utilizing the card-system is nor-
mally implemented to a specific area of 
library processing (i.e. , circulation, or-
dering, and/ or serials). Consequently, 
other areas of the libraries have suffered 
from the inherent problems of this 
mechanization. Considerations of the en-
vironmental controls and influences of 
the other areas within the library have 
not been recognized or have just been 
ignored. The area that is mechanized 
does not necessarily improve the total 
service or total organizational process of 
the library. It may, in fact, complicate 
or add needless problems to the library's 
other processing functions. 
The product of a card-system is a list. 
The list may reflect a status of material 
(i.e., on-order, charged circulation, or 
received) or financial statements for 
accounts. The list produced from cards 
is only an indication of status at the 
time the cards are processed, and does 
not reflect current or now status. The 
value of lists in a dynamic business en-
vironment is normally low. For purp<?ses 
of control on a physical inventory as 
well as the normal processes of ordering, 
receiving, etc., a card system is not the 
answer. 
The manual manipulation and stor-
age of cards has always represented a 
problem. The card, like a slip of paper, 
is a physical piece of information. It 
must be maintained, routed, and stored. 
The problems relating to a box or tray 
of cards being dropped or mutilated do 
not have to be enumerated. 
Cards can only be used as a tool to 
generate lists. Their use for conveyance 
of information to nonlibrary personnel or 
outside users is null. They are inter-
preted only on an internal library or 
processing nature. Because it is felt that 
library holdings must be accessible to 
outside users, information networks have 
been planned. 2 If this is to be a reality 
in the next few years, card systems 
will be incompatible in support of any 
information network of remote on-line 
nature. Current-status systems with ac-
cessible information to a remote user 
will be used in an information network. 
To ready a library for the eventuality 
of massive flows of information with ac-
cessible service to any user, the ap-
proach of establishing a Central Dy-
namic Store to support information net-
works must be planned. For the library 
card-systems in existence today, this 
means a repetition of initial analysis and 
planning to meet any on-line objective. 
THE CENTRAL DYNAMIC STORE 
IN THE LIBRARY ENVIRONMENT 
The CDS in a business as well as li-
brary environment is a working tool for 
the internal .and external organization. 
It is a flexible and dynamic medium 
which is as fluid as the environment de-
mands in which it is established. The 
characteristics of the CDS are expand-
ability, contractibility, compatibility, and 
.accessibility. With these characteristics, 
there is no question of its suitability in a 
library environment. 
Physically, the CDS is a large-hard-
ware, random-access memory device. 
This memory is a storehouse of any in-
formation desired to maintain the ob-
jectives for survival of the organization. 
The library business is maintained from 
a series of files of information that re-
flect the various functions or transac-
tions of a current and historical nature. 
This means the CDS system can yield 
2 U.S. Federal Council for Science and Technology, 
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information, 
Recommendations for National Documents Handling 
Systems in Science and Technology, U.S. Department 
of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Institute 
for Applied Technology, 1965; Charles J. Austin, 
" Medlars Project at the National Library of Medicine," 
Library Resources & Technical Services, IX (Winter 
1965) , 94-99. 
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in-process, to be ordered, current hold-
ings, .and historical status information 
for forecasting and maintaining current 
ordering, processing, and receiving func-
tions. 
The CDS is accessible from any com-
munication-linked physical location in or 
out of the library facility. This is ac-
complished through a remote terminal 
device, preferably .a cathode ray dis-
play device. Any individual employed 
by the library can perform the various 
functions of the library process on the 
CDS without disturbing anyone else us-
ing the CDS (i.e., im1nediate access or 
no waiting). This is accomplished by op-
erating the CDS on a time-sharing com-
puter system. 
Changes to .any file or record with-
in a file can be made at any time to re-
flect new information or updated infor-
mation for any process within the li-
brary. 
In a particular library environment 
the CDS contains the major files of the 
library. The files or information from the 
files is accessed within a real-time or 
query-response mode. The response to a 
query is fast enough not to jeopardize 
any immediate need for the response. 
The information gathered fron1 the files 
depends upon the design of the files 
and the retrieval structures designed for 
the programming system. 
To .assist in the bibliographic verifi-
cation of incoming orders, searching an 
in-process or outstanding order file along 
with the shelflist initially eliminates 
any duplicate ordering. (This was found 
to represent an average of 30 to 40 per 
cent of the incoming orders at Oregon 
State University.) 
The ordering process is easily handled 
by the CDS through the introduction of 
the verified author-title and associated 
information to combine with a vendor 
file for the printing of the purchase or-
der from a CDS order file on a con-
tinuous-printed form order. The printing 
of orders is done either through a re-
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quest to the system for immediate print, 
in the case of rush or direct orders, or 
hatched ordering by vendor, on a daily 
or weekly basis. Once the order infor-
mation is printed for mailing the original 
order information is transferred inter-
nally to an outstanding order file exist-
ing in the CDS. Because a historical-
financial file is maintained by the CDS 
for serial-ordering reference, the order 
process incorporates serials ordering as 
well. 
Serials processing has always been a 
problem in libraries because of their in-
consistencies compared with mono-
graphs. Title changes, irregular publica-
tion, and noncommunication between 
publishers and receiving agencies can 
be assumed always to exist. The CDS 
system with its flexibility in design han-
dles the majority of serial processing. 
The check-in process of serials with the 
CDS system is an update function. The 
date of issues received is recorded after 
searching the serials holding record for 
the particular issue received. The bind-
ing and claiming functions of a serial 
or cataloging area are by-products of the 
CDS system. Internal programs hold in 
check all serial records to conform to 
predetermined algorithms. These allow 
the CDS system to inform technical 
processing personnel that a claim should 
be issued for a serial or that a serial is 
ready for binding. 
Cataloging processes are a function of 
the CDS ordering process. If LC catalog-
ing is available from bibliographic veri-
fication, a catalog flag is noted when the 
title has been placed on-order. Upon re-
ceipt of the material ordered, the sys-
tem transfers all information for the 
shelflist record to the internal shelflist 
file. If a physical card catalog or book 
catalog is being maintained, generation 
of the appropriate entry is made or 
stored. If, during bibliographic verifica-
tion LC cataloging is not available, up-
dating of the shelflist, etc., is held for 
receipt and subsequent cataloging of the 
document and the files are appropriately 
updated at that time. 
The circulation function of the library 
business is accomplished without the 
standard unit card approach.3 The shelf-
list, merged with a student personnel 
file, produces a complete charge record 
for the material. If the library CDS sys-
tem is used on a total university com-
puter system, the student personnel rec-
ords may be part of the registrar's sys-
tem. Maintaining these records would 
not be a function of the library. Over-
due notices are generated from algo-
rithms based on prearranged or stand-
ardized checkout periods for faculty, 
civilians, and graduate and undergrad-
uate students. 
Another by-product of the CDS sys-
tem is one of current operational sta-
tistics of the library. This by-product of 
the CDS is rare in today's libraries. In 
a manual environment, statistics are hard 
to retrieve because of the labor and time 
necessary for normal work loads. When 
collected, these statistics are of a his-
torical nature and are not a current re-
flection. The current statistics are gen-
erated by the CDS system in patterns 
which are used to forecast budgets, 
physical storage capacities, and addi-
tional needs for a growing library. 
Figure 1 illustrates a generalized ap-
proach of the CDS system for some of 
the processing and information needs of 
a library. With a little reflection, many 
more can be seen from the CDS con-
cept. 
CDS SYSTEM-
PROGRAMl\.UNG TECHNIQUES 
The CDS system is supported by a 
complex system of programming subsys-
tems that is an integration of fact re-
trieval and storage-retrieval techniques. 
3 Anne Flannery and James D. Mack, Mechanized 
Circulation System, Lehigh University Library (Library 
Systems Analysis, Report No. 4 [Bethlehem, Pennsyl-
vania: Lehigh University, Center for the lnfonnation 
Sciences, November 1966]), 18 p. Appendices. 
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Circulation File 
FIG. 1. A General CDS Library System 
To initiate an operational programming 
system or total operating system, a se-
ries of subprograms are employed to fol-
low a modular programming technique. 
Modular structuring of programming 
procedures and/ or instructions divides 
the total program into its logical parts. 
A logical part is a group of algorithms 
or instructions that performs one or more 
functions on the data or program input. 
The logical part is independent of the 
total program operation on the data. 
These logical parts that together com-
pose a total program are called mod-
ules. If for some reason a module or log-
ical part is revised or eliminated, other 
modules of the total program should not 
be affected. 
In a dynamic environment, the CDS 
system must adapt to changing environ-
ment. For example, a programming sys-
tem may normally experience changes 
because of experimentation, policy 
changes, or new design strategies. To 
meet this changing environment, the 
system designers must create programs 
that can be quickly understood and · eas-
ily modified to reflect changing condi-
tions and whose effect on related pro-
grams is understood. 
Certain approaches make understand-
ing somewhat easier: 
Modular flowcharting. This gives a 
picture of the programming logic for 
each module. The module How charts 
.are tied together to present the total pro-
gram's logic How chart. 
Program standardization. Standardiza-
tion of module symbolism, labeling, and 
descriptive documentation gives a total 
program an easier means of understand-
ing. 
Detailed documentation. A step-by-
step description of the modular routines 
and their logic is necessary for quick 
understanding. 
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Because each modular routine is a 
separate entity, it is independent of the 
total program when writing, coding, and 
de-bugging. If modular or logical rou-
tines are intertwined as in batch-proc-
ess programming, it is very difficult to 
modify a portion of the program with-
out .affecting the whole program. Any-
one who has ever tried to modify a pro-
gram written by someone else knows the 
difficulties of dissecting and patching 
another person's programming logic. 
Modular programming incorporates 
the following methods or techniques: 
To.tal (Main) Program. The main pro-
gram executes a complete number of op-
erations that constitute a task on input 
data. The main program may be an ex-
ecutive control program or an applica-
tion program. It must make decisions 
governing the flow of all data to the 
modular routines it requires. 
Multiple-Use Routines. If the same 
sequence of instructions is used two or 
more times by the main program, these 
instructions constitute a modular rou-
tine. The modular routine after execu-
tion of its instructions must return con-
trol to the main program. 
Modulatr Routine Processing. A mod-
ular routine should not be dependent 
on any decisions made outside the rou-
tine, nor should any decisions made in-
side the routine determine processing 
outside the routine. The modular rou-
tine is responsible for all ·'housekeep-
ing" for its own existence. 
The construction of .a modular main 
program in the CDS system uses an 
.. overlay" technique and provides an ef-
ficient way for programming computer 
core memory programs. It conserves 
memory by the use of a physical part 
of memory for more than one modular 
routine. Sippi defines "overlay" as: 
The technique of repeatedly using the 
same blocks of internal storage during dif-
ferent stages of a program .... The use of 
one area in storage (core memory) to suc-
cessively store more than one different sub-
routine or program parts.4 
The main program calls the modular 
routine. After the modular routine has 
completed its sequence of instructions 
control is returned to the main progra~ 
to call the next module, etc. A nlathe-
matical description below shows this 
concept. 
A main program resides during execu-
tion in core or main memory of a com-
puter. The main program, P, is com-
posed of a series of call statements ) 
• • • Cpn• 
A list or library of modular routines, 
is stored on some auxiliary memory such 
as magnetic tape, disk file, or in sec-
ondary core storage. Each of the modu-
lar routines has a return statement 
' 
Rq, 
where 
q = n-1. 
During main program execution, each 
call statement solicits from auxiliary 
memory the desired modular routine. 
After system execution of the routine 
program execution control is returned t~ 
the main program, P, for the next call 
statement in sequence (i.e., 
C M ~M ~c M ). 
p2 35 35 p3 m 
R 
3 
Thus, a general equation for the total 
programming system (or main program) 
is 
4 Charles }. Sippl, Computer Dictionary and Hand-
book (Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams and Company, 
Inc., 1966) , p. 224. 
Given: A main program, P 
A series of modular routines, 
M1, M2 ... Mm 
A call statement, Cv 
A return statement, Rq 
The structural configuration follows: 
Auxiliary M emo1·y 
M 
1 
R 
1 
M 
2 
R 
2 
M 
3 
R 
3 
M 
m 
R 
q 
Where generally, 
P = (Cv1Mm, Cv2Mm ... CvnMm), 
m < n > m; n,m ~ 0 
and a list, L, of modular routines, 
L = (M1R2,M2R3 ... MmRq) 
Thus, 
P = Cvn (L) 
It has been found that programs writ-
ten employing the modular programming 
technique are efficient both from the 
standpoint of core memory utilization 
and of program execution times. With 
the complexity of on-line real-time sys-
tems programming, the modular concept 
furnishes comprehensive and detailed 
documentation that may be understood 
by programmers at all levels of pro-
ficiency. 
The CDS system is a new concept, 
and it is of an experimental nature to-
day. Consequently, change and modi-
fication are characteristic. The modular 
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technique in programming structures 
meets the changing design and is neces-
sary for the CDS system where pro-
gramming logic becomes complex. 
FILE 0RGANIZA TION 
The file structures of the CDS must 
be planned to allow a maximum of re-
trieval flexibility. This can be accom-
plished economically by fixed field for-
mats. This strategy allows any piece of 
information within any file or record to 
be addressed for retrieval by the pro-
gramming system. The retrieved param-
eter can be displayed either for re-
ferral type of information or updating 
operations. 
The fixed field format of a title rec-
ord allows future expansion of the sys-
tmn for selective dissemination of infor-
mation ( SDI) purposes. This type of 
system function is an alarm system to 
announce to personnel receipt of ma-
terial that they may have interest in 
reading. A university research environ-
ment has a high usage potential for this 
type of by-product from the CDS system. 
For standardization, the author-title 
record formats for the CDS or any li~ 
brary system should be built around the 
MARC (Library of Congress) format. 
If file structures conform to the MARC 
formats, compatibility with the new-ti-
tle magnetic tapes from the Library of 
Congress will exist. 
The files in the CDS environment are 
accessed by main entry, LC cataloging 
entry, or any other parameter of infor-
mation that is used for a look-up key. 
These parameters can be combined in 
a ~oolean logical search request. 5 Dy-
namic file structuring maintains a link-
ing organization of files that allows re-
trieval of series of titles, volumes, etc. 
5 Michael A. Jennings, " Construction of Boolean 
Search Operations in a Coordinate Indexing System," 
Proceedings of the American Documentation Institute 
1966 Annual Meeting, October 3- 7, 1966, Santa 
Monica, Cali fornia , Adrianne Press, 1966. p. 17-27. 
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HARDwARE CoNSIDERATIONS 
To support CDS approach, an on-line, 
time-sharing computer configuration is 
needed. This is understandably a cost 
that would stop most libraries from im-
plementation of this type of system. But 
the concept of time-sharing lends itself 
toward a community or cooperative 
ownership among a group of libraries.6 
The shared concept helps to dissolve 
the total costs in maintaining a com-
puter facility by a single library. If the 
library is in a university environment, 
the Computer Service Center of the uni-
versity may be already operating a time-
sharing system. The computer does not 
necessarily require a large core mem-
ory to support the CDS system because 
most operations are input and output 
( I~O) file processing and large compu-
tatiOn programs are not involved. 
The storage unit for this system is of 
~rimary concern. Random access storage 
IS costly today for the capacity to hold 
a total file system or CDS approach for 
a. large library environment ( 500,000 
titles) . The IBM data cell is the only 
mass storage equipment on the market 
today that approaches a reasonable stor-
age-cost-bit. For example, the CDS sys-
tem for a library of approximately 
500,000 titles must employ at least one 
data cell of maximum capacity or ap-
proximately $35,000 per year for stor-
age costs. 
Remote consoles in the form of both 
teletypes and cathode ray displays are 
needed to support the remote on-line 
inquiry and output printing-processes of 
the system. The number of terminals is 
a function of the system's environment. 
. It should be mentioned that in design-
Ing a system as discussed here, hardware 
backup should be considered. The crit-
ical importance of the service rendered 
• 
6 
"New England Interstate Agency Plans Regional 
L1brary Center," Scientific Information Notes, VIII 
( October-November 1966) p. 5, 6. 
by a library utilizing the CDS system 
approach must be protected with back-
up systems. If the main system were to 
fail, backup storage and master files 
should be maintained for recovery from 
a failure. Backup hardware in the form 
of magnetic tapes is one solution. Other 
solutions can be employed depending on 
the critical importance of the function-
ing environment and monies available. 
CoNCLUSIONS 
Improving manual procedures (in 
formulating the manual processes) with 
the thought of eventual automation 
must be of initial concern. The comput-
er and the CDS system is the means of 
assisting in library procedures of a 
clerical nature. By no means does this 
paper and its concepts offer a cure-all 
to all complexities of a library business. 
But, if properly implemented, the sys-
tem frees librarians from routine tasks 
in order to concentrate more fully on 
"snags" or the decision-making processes 
for which they are trained. 
The costs are never reduced through 
library mechanization or automation. A 
leveling of costs may be felt if an auto-
mation system is allowed to run for about 
five years. After this, costs could settle 
to a palatable level. Expanded user serv-
ice is a normal rationalization for high 
costs. Until deeper subject categorizing 
is employed this service can be practical 
only in a small specialized subject area 
or from the broad LC subject categories. 
Lately the expanded user service hy-
pothesis has resulted in the olde practice 
of book catalog issue. 
The notions discussed in this paper 
are not impractical from a standpoint of 
technology. Future automation projects, 
if they are to be meaningful and prac-
tical, will or should utilize the CDS con-
cept. With these considerations, the com-
patibility with any future information 
network hookup on a state or nation-
wide level can be met. • • 
RICHARD C. BERNER and M. GARY BETTIS 
Description of Manuscript Collections; 
A Single Network System 
This system uses the Inventory/Guide and Cumulative Indexes for 
names:> subjects:~ and chronology. Name control normally is keyed to 
the file folder level:~ while subject and chronological control are keyed 
to the level of the manuscript group. The system capitalizes on the 
methodology of researchers:~ who normally will have associated names 
with special and personalized aspects of their subject prior to their 
using manuscript and archival materials. Name control becomes the 
key to specialized subject control. Narrative description is kept to a 
minimum, and is concentrated in the guide section of the IjG. 
THE SYSTEM OF description that is out-
lined in this article is based on the fol-
lowing elements: 
1. that the record items comprising 
manuscript groups have serial char-
acteristics, and that this feature 
should be the basis of both their ar-
rangement and description; 
2. that users of manuscript collections 
normally approach their subject by 
having previously associated it with 
names: personal, corporate, and geo-
graphical; 
3. that this name/ subject association on 
the part of the researcher is so spe-
cific and special as to justify a min-
imal effort at subject analysis on the 
part of the describer; 
4. that comprehensive bibliographical 
control of the manuscript collection 
as a whole is preferable to a minute 
bibliographical control of single 
manuscript items, or of only a frac-
tion of the manuscript groups that 
Mr. Berner is Archivist and Mrs. Bettis 
is Curator of Manuscripts at the University 
of Washington Libraries. 
comprise the manuscript collection; 
5. that narrative or synoptic description 
of items is of little value to most re-
searchers, particularly if such de-
scription is at the expense of useful 
comprehensive description for other 
manuscript groups in the collection; 
6. that individual Inventory / Guides or 
Registers which are cumulatively in-
dexed for names, subjects, and chro-
nology should constitute the finding 
aid network for the entire manuscript 
collection, a single descriptive sys-
tem. 
Before proceeding to an outline of this 
single finding aid network, some refer-
ence to arrangement of manuscript 
groups is essential. First, in conformity 
to the principle of provenance, manu-
scripts are kept together according to 
the source that generated them.1 In ad-
dition, the existing order of any fresh 
1 The principle of provenance is the basis of archival 
practice, and because manuscript groups, like archival 
record groups, are themselves composed of record 
items normally appearing in some order, they should 
be organized and described by archival techniques. 
These items are either in some filing order, or can be 
placed in one according to their inherent serial char-
acteristics. 
/405 
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acquisition may already have some or-
dered arrangement, or it may not. If it 
does have one, it will be inevitably in 
serial form. If it does not have one, it 
should be arranged serially because the 
activity reflected in the manuscript 
documentation itself will have occurred 
serially, not randomly; and both descrip-
tion and retrieval will be made easier. 
Furthermore, even if items are not placed 
in an order according to their serial char-
acteristics, they must be placed in file 
folders eventually for ease of descrip-
tion .and retrieval. The folders them-
selves then can be numbered serially. 
The main reason, however, for seeking 
a serial arrangement instead of merely 
accepting or placing items in random 
order is that the relatedness of the doc-
umentation in the items will be more 
readily .apparent when placed in proxim-
ity to other items that reflect any given 
line of thought or activity. In brief, action 
occurs serially, therefore the documen-
tation is itself best arranged serially to 
reflect the line of action. 
Record series are of many kinds de-
pending largely on the form of the 
item ( s). There will be, for example, 
correspondence ( general, incoming .and 
outgoing, and some memoranda), re-
ports, minutes, various kinds of business 
records such as journals, ledgers, profit 
and loss statements, etc. Once the given 
manuscript group has been arranged, it 
is ready for description. 
The kind of description can be in 
some variant of traditional library cata-
loging practice and can be done on cat-
alog cards2 that are often supplement-
ed with other descriptive apparatus, 
or it can be done by the method ad-
vocated here, or a variant thereof, a sin-
gle finding aid network. If by a tra-
ditional method, there will be an at-
tempt at description of individual items 
2 See the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, pp. 
259-71. 
and selective cataloging of items deemed 
special. If by the latter, the descrip-. 
tion will be keyed to serial characteris-
tics instead of items. 
This network is analogous to that rep-
resented in the National Union Catalog of 
Manuscript Collections. It has, like the 
NUCMC volumes, cumulative indexes to 
names and subjects, but it has also an in-
dex to chronology. The crucial difference 
lies in the fact that the network is keyed 
to controls at the repository level, while 
NUCMC is keyed to the national level. 
In the network, index entries refer not 
to a catalog entry, but to the Inven-
tory / Guide (or Register) for the par-
ticular manuscript group. In the I/ G, in 
turn, the user will be referred to the 
particular container and file folder in 
which the item ( s) is ( are) stored. Just 
as in NU CM C there is a minimum of 
description, here also there are only the 
same kind of skeletal name and sub-
ject leads appearing in the cumulative 
index. These, in turn, refer the user to 
the I/ G for the particular manuscript 
group. The guide section will contain 
whatever substantial narrative descrip-
tion there is, and will have the same 
elements in it that occur in NUCMC 
entries; but because space is less of a 
factor, there can be considerably more 
detail along with some additional nar-
rative about the basic arrangement or 
layout of the manuscript group. 
The guide section can be organized 
uniformly for all inventories, or it can 
be composed of differing and distinct 
elements, depending upon the manu-
script group being inventoried. Some of 
the more typical elements of a guide 
include: biographical outline of the per-
son, or historical sketch of the corpo-
rate body; chronology (of major events); 
genealogy (if clarification is helpful as 
in the case of family papers); prove-
nance, telling about source, organic re-
lation to other manuscript groups in col-
lection, organic evolution of the pa-
pers; description of records (brief phys-
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ical description indicating size of the 
manuscript group, types of records, 
etc.); general information (concerning 
overall arrangement of the manuscript 
group, significant features, abbreviations, 
etc.). 
This guide section is then followed by 
the inventory proper. It is in the inven-
tory that the whereabouts of the item( s ), 
file folder ( s ) , or series will be indicated. 
The inventory section will vary accord-
ing to the arrangement of the different 
manuscript groups, for the arrangement, 
as noted above, will depend upon an 
original order if there was one or upon 
one devised by the repository. 
The correspondence series normally is 
the most important one because letters 
tend to reflect most accurately the mo-
tives of the participants in an event or 
development. It is from the con:Bict of 
motives and ideas that decisions are 
shaped and made part of the historical 
and social process. Other record series 
lend documentary support to the cor-
respondence series, although they will 
have an independent significance as well. 
The correspondence series is also crucial 
in another respect, for it is through this 
series that the control of names repre-
sented in the manuscript group is most 
easily established. Correspondence also 
is, or can be, the most variable in ar-
rangement, being sometimes in a chron-
ological order, or a chronological-alpha-
betical order, or by subject, or by a 
numerical scheme, or combinations of 
these. Shown below are representative 
examples of the more common arrange-
ments and inventory descriptions of the 
correspondence series. Description of 
other series will be referred to after cor-
respondence has been covered. 
In some repositories, if the original or-
der of a new accession is unworkable or 
in disarray, the incoming correspondence 
will be arranged alphabetically by cor-
respondent, and the outgoing, chrono-
logically, thereby providing a dual ap-
proach to the manuscript group. 
In the example that follows, box and 
folder number are indicated as are the 
inclusive dates of the correspondence and 
the exact or approximate number of 
items. In this particular example the au-
thors represented in the miscellaneous 
folders are also noted because they are 
deemed significant. All of these names 
or just those in the individual name 
folders can be entered in a Cumulative 
Name Index ( CNI) of the repository. 
Thus, a user trying to locate informa-
tion about James R. Barnes will be 
searching for material written by him 
and persons and organizations associat-
ed with him. From these leads he will 
progressively fan out. It is the CNI that 
provides these name leads by referring 
the researcher to the 1/ Gs for each of 
the manuscript groups listed under the 
name entry in the CNI. In turn, the 
inventory will indicate the particular 
box and folder having letters, for ex-
ample, of James R. Barnes. Once he has 
read these he will then fan out in the 
manuscript group and in the manuscript 
collection as a whole according to the 
additional leads that he picks up. Pro-
ceeding from the resources of this one 
repository he can then consult NUCMC 
and move on from there in similar fash-
ion. See Example 1. 
By this alphabetical .arrangement an 
objective basis for listing names of cor-
respondents has thus been prepared. 
Furthermore there is normally a coinci-
dence of a given name as both author 
and recipient in the correspondence se-
ries. Therefore it is largely unnecessary 
to list him where he is the recipient if 
he is .already listed as author, for the 
researcher will usually be able to locate 
such letters easily. References to the 
name as recipient can be made but this 
requires the listing of individual letters, 
because they would be in the outgo-
ing letters series which is arranged 
chronologically. To do so would, of 
course, give a more completely objective 
name control but at much greater ex-
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EXAMPLE 1 
INCOMING LETTERS 
Box/folder no. 
1/(2-11) 
1/12 
1/13 
1/(14-16) 
Name 
Beck ( R. W. ) & Associates 
Bone, Homer Truett 
Brazil, Chesley 
B Miscellaneous 
Inclusive 
dates 
1937-1942 
1941,1942 
1937,1938 
Approx. (or exact) 
No. of items 
165 
7 
7 
32 
Bancroft-Whitney Company 
Barnes, James R. 
1944 
1940 
1943 Batcheller, Willis T. 
pense, an added cost that the research-
er probably does not require in order 
for him to find the pertinent items. 
In general, reasonably objective list-
ing can be achieved simply by author 
control in the incoming letter series. If 
it is decided, at the conclusion of proc-
essing a given manuscript group, that 
names as both author and recipient tend 
to coincide, the outgoing letters series 
can be described simply: 
EXAMPLE 2 
OUTGOING LETTERS 
Inclusive No. of 
Box/folder no. dates items 
24-(12-38)/25-(1-13) 1937-1944 ca. 465 
In the case in which incoming and 
outgoing letters are kept together as gen-
eral correspondence, objective name 
control is more difficult unless the gen-
eral correspondence is arranged alpha-
betically by year or periods. Records of 
corporate bodies are often received in 
this order; as such, it is an easy one to 
describe, like any alphabetical arrange-
ment. However, in cases where the gen-
eral correspondence is in a chronologi-
cal order, name control tends to be more 
subjective, posing a problem similar to 
that in reporting names of major cor-
respondents to NUCMC or in any sys-
tem that features a high degree of selec-
tiveness. 
In cases where incoming and outgo-
ing letters have been filed together in 
chronological order, several avenues of 
approach are open depending upon the 
content and importance of the manu-
script group and depending upon the 
anticipated demand. For example, the 
description can be either very general 
and keyed to the series leveP like: 
EXAMPLE 3 
GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE SERIES 
Inclusive 
Box/folder no. dates 
No. of 
items 
1/1 to 3/28 1942-1951 ca. 1050 
Major Correspondents Include: 
Asice, Benjamin S. 
Bartley, Bruce 
Beck, Robert W. 
Block, Robert J. 
Chase, Goodwin 
Clark, Irving 
Davis, James 
Duecy, Georg P. 
or the description can be more precise 
and keyed to control at the folder level 
like: 
EXAMPLE 4 
GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE SERIES 
Yr/Month/ Box/folder 
Day Name no. 
1912 Jan 1 Davis, James D. 
Maxwell, David D. 
5/1 
Jones, Albert M. 
2 Emery, Richard B. 5/2 
Wallace, Neil W. 
Another common filing arrangement 
for general correspondence is that in 
3 Oliver Wendell Holmes, "Archival Arrangement-
Five Different Operations at Five Different Levels," 
American Archivist, XXVII (January 1964), 21-24. 
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which subject and name folders are 
either mixed or separated, one into a 
subject series and the other by name of 
correspondent. It is the subject series 
that poses the special problem of con-
trol. This series typically contains cor-
respondence, clippings, reports, leaflets, 
pamphlets, etc. If the original arrange-
ment is kept, the file folder for that 
subject can be redistributed into several 
sub-folder units according to record type 
while retaining the original subject ar-
rangement or kept randomly as they ap-
pear within that arrangement. The in-
ventory description can be like Example 
5 in a Congressman's papers: 
that are underlined will be entered in 
the CNI. Note that both geographical 
and personal names are selected. The 
matter of subject headings will be dis-
cussed later. 
Interoffice correspondence is a rela-
tively simple matter as it normally is 
filed according to offices or persons with-
in an organization and filed chrono-
logically therein, or else it will be in an 
undifferentiated straight chronological 
order. If the arrangement is the latter, 
it is adequate and effective simply to 
list the principals involved. If the ar-
rangement is by office or person and 
chronological within, the inventory de-
EXAMPLE 5 
Box/folder no. Subject 
10/3-6 Hells Canyon 
10/7 Japan 
10/8 Home rule-D.C. 
However, because names in the above 
examples will be scattered randomly 
throughout a subject series, a name in-
dex for the inventory must be made. 
Inclusive 
dates 
1946 
1952 
1950 
Contents 
Correspondence with Gus Nor-
wood, Richard Neuberger, Na-
tional Hells Canyon Assn; re-
ports, speeches, clippings. 
Correspondence with Miller Free-
man, Alaska Fishermen, s Union; 
reports, speeches, clippings re 
Alaska fisheries. 
Correspondence with John F. 
Kennedy .... 
scription can be like Example 6 for a 
lumber firm. These names would all ap-
pear in the CNI. 
Memoranda series are akin to inter-
EXAMPLE 6 
Box/folder no. Name Year Items 
51/10-20 Griggs, Everett G., Pres. 1920 ca. 100 
21-40 1921 ca. 150 
53/6-10 Jacobson, Norman G., Forester 1920 ca. 50 
11-17 1921 ca. 75 
55/1-5 Wagner, Corydon G., Vice-Pres. 1920 ca. 75 
One can also be made for subjects for 
the inventory itself although subjects 
cannot be incorporated into the CSI 
without first being converted into stand-
ard headings, while the names can be 
entered directly into the CNI. From this 
description in the inventory, the names 
office correspondence and can be han-
dled in much the same way. 
With some exceptions4 name control 
4 Court papers, legal briefs and ephemera, speeches 
and writings of others, are exceptions inasmuch as 
names as both subjects and authors are of central 
concern. 
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is not the key to controlling other rec-
ord series. Inasmuch as most other series 
document almost exclusively a single as-
pect of the overall activity of the person 
or organization, a chronological arrange-
ment by series is both normal and easily 
described. Some examples are financial 
record series, minutes of meetings, and 
internal reports. However, if other par-
ties (corporate or personal) have gen-
erated any record series or have activi-
ty that is primarily reflected (as in sub-
groups), name control should be of cen-
tral concern again. 
For example, if a person has included 
with his personal papers those of or-
ganizations with which he has been as-
sociated, subgroups should be estab-
lished, if possible, for the record series 
of these organizations. By establishing 
organic subgroups there is meaningful 
conformity to a sound archival princi-
ple, that of provenance. And for the 
same reasons as for the manuscript 
group as a whole, this subgrouping is 
justified because it will reflect directly 
the serial evolution of that subunit's ac-
tivity, and description is made easier as 
well. Thus, Corydon Wagner's papers in-
clude, besides his personal papers, those 
of the West Coast Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers Association, and of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States. 
He was an official in each. In each of 
these organic subgroups are the usual 
kinds of records series: correspondence, 
reports, minutes, etc. Each subgroup is 
described in the same way as an undif-
ferentiated manuscript group, that is, one 
without subgroups. However, because of 
the complexity added by having to sub-
group the papers, it is best to have a 
name index to the inventory showing on 
which pages of the inventory names may 
be found. This name index can, in turn, 
be used for entering them into the CNI. 
Some special attention is merited by 
the ephemera series. Ephemera are 
short-lived items such as pamphlets, 
leaflets, and broadsides generated in the 
heat of controversy; consequently, they 
have considerable historical value for the 
decisive way that they will often affect 
an event. Names of sponsors and pub-
lishers are often as important as personal 
authors represented on the same item, 
for ephemera are commonly generated 
by organizations, and personal author-
ship can be of less significance than that 
of the publisher or sponsor. All three 
kinds of names should be noted in the 
inventory and hence in the CNI. If there 
is a title, it can also be noted in the 
inventory, and if it is deemed sufficient-
ly important or unique, there is no rea-
son not to include the title in the CNI, 
as it can be placed easily into the alpha-
betical sequence of the index. Because 
a person or corporate body will often 
generate its own ephemera and receive 
it as well, the ephemera series can be 
divided into two subseries, one for its 
own, and one for other parties. The lat-
ter should be arranged alphabetically 
by either personal author or corporate 
author, sponsor, or publisher and de-
scribed accordingly. 
SUBJECT HEADINGS 
Bearing in mind the function that 
name control plays in enabling the re-
searcher to locate manuscript and ar-
chival material relating to his subject, 
some discussion of subject headings is 
relevant at this point. 
Through the use of names, particu-
larly personal and corporate, the re-
searcher is keyed to individual file fold-
ers and to record series in the manner 
described above. Specific subject con-
tent is inferred by the name/ subject as~ 
sociation on the part of the researcher. 
It is up to him to check this inference 
by going to the individual file folders 
and record series to find out for him-
self the actual subject contents of the 
items found therein. 
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Of course the compiler of the inven-
tory could .attempt a minute subject 
analysis keyed to the item or the file 
folder level or to some grosser level, but 
where should the analysis and descrip-
tion stop? And should it be done with 
approximately equal weight and quality 
for each manuscript group in the col-
lection? Will a subject reference made 
to one item or file folder be referred to 
when that subject occurs elsewhere? If 
not, what is to prevent the researcher 
from believing that he has exhausted 
all the rna terial in the collection when 
he has consulted all subject references 
made in the findings aids of the repos-
itory? Will a new subject heading be 
retroactive and retrospective in its ap-
plication? If the answer to these .andre-
lated questions is largely negative, an 
alternative should be sought. 
One alternative is to use broad sub-
ject headings for each of the main lines 
of human activity .and relate these head-
ings to the level of the manuscript 
group as a whole, not to the items or 
file folder units or series that make it 
up. Subject headings would characterize 
the main lines of activity reflected in 
that manuscript group. In establishing 
subject headings .at the manuscript group 
level, and relying upon the name/ sub-
ject association by the researcher as the 
main method of leading him to his 
specialized subject matter, the compiler 
of the inventory will largely avoid the 
pitfalls in traditional subject analysis. 
As there is need for experimentation in 
this troublesome area, no specific sys-
tem is recommended here. However, the 
one being experimented with at the Uni-
versity of Washington is suggestive be-
cause it is an outgrowth of the name/ 
subject association approach to manu-
script .and archival material. Briefly, it 
uses fourteen major subject headings for 
main lines of human activity, followed 
normally by one subject subdivision, fol-
lowed by one for geographical place 
name.5 
The above network system is based 
upon observation of the methods and 
techniques usually employed by re-
searchers in their use of manuscript col-
lections and archives. A researcher will 
already have read the published ma-
terial relating to his subject. In the 
course of this reading he will have de-
fined more precisely what aspect of it 
requires his attention, .and he will min-
imize the hazard of duplicating what 
has already been done. He will also have 
read certain primary sources such as 
newspapers, government documents, 
pamphlets. In the course of this pre-
liminary research he will have associat-
ed names of persons and organizations 
with his particular subject. He will, in 
fact, have done this so precisely and in 
so personal a manner that no describer 
of the manuscript group would be able 
to anticipate his needs. Whatever pains-
taking subject analysis of items and se-
ries that the describer might make would 
be largely a superfluous substitute for 
that minute name/ subject association de-
veloped inherently by the researcher in 
his preliminary study. 
A further consideration for the de-
scriber is that if he seriously attempts a 
minute subject analysis he will find him-
self bogging down into a description of 
individual items and selecting some bib-
liographic clues for mention while ig-
noring others. If this is done at the ex-
pense of establishing controls over other 
manuscript groups in the collection, it 
is largely without justification. 
With this in mind it is clear that the 
kind of bibliographical control to be 
sought should: 1) have .a high degree 
of name control, thereby capitalizing on 
6 Those fourteen headings are: agriculture, art, 
commerce, education, industry, international relations, 
labor relations, literature, politics and government, 
population, religion, science, travel, and war. Their 
use is defined by scope notes. 
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the basic methodology of researchers; 
and 2) employ subject control keyed to 
manuscript group level, not at the file 
folder or item level. 
To employ the network system the fol-
lowing elements are used: 
Cumulative Name Index 
Index to all personal, corporate, geo-
graphical names deemed significant. May 
include titles of items as well. 
Cumulative Subject Index 
Index to subject matter that is charac-
teristic of each manuscript group and 
its subgroups, but not of its component 
items and series. 
Chronological Index 
Index listing manuscript groups which 
fall within a particular time span (year 
or period). 
Inventory/ Guide or Register 
The three ( 3) cumulative indexes are 
keyed to and derived from the individ-
ual I/Gs or Registers. 
Basic Data Sheet 
Data includes name of manuscript group, 
date span, type of material, location 
within repository, size, donor and date 
of acquisition. Supplementary informa-
tion can include major correspondents, 
significant biographical features, restric-
tions, literary property rights, and sub-
jects covered. This is made up at time 
of accessioning and can have tentative 
subject headings. Serves as a prelimi-
nary I/G. 
A researcher seeking available infor-
mation on a given problem can approach 
it through the use of the Cumulative 
Name Index, the Cumulative Subject 
Index, or the. Chronological Index. If, 
for example, the researcher is develop-
ing a study of the Seattle General Strike 
(February 1919), he normally would 
have read newspaper and other eyewit-
ness accounts as well as most secondary 
source materials prior to using the pri-
mary materials of the manuscript repos-
itory. From this reading he would have 
learned the names and dates and de-
termined the special aspects of his sub-
ject requiring investigation. His basic 
approach may be by way of year (1919) 
using the chronological index, by sub-
ject (Labor relations-strikes-Washing-
ton and Politics and government-Wash-
ington-Seattle) using the CSI, or by 
name (in Example 7, Wesley L. Jones) 
in the CNI. It is through these indexes 
that the researcher is led to the appro-
priate I/Gs and from them to the par-
ticular materials desired. 
Examples 7, 8, and 9 illustrate that 
each of these cumulative indexes will 
lead him to the Erastus Brainerd pa-
pers. The CNI sheet (Example 7) in-
dicates that material concerning Wesley 
L. Jones can be found in the papers 
of Erastus Brainerd, Miller Freeman, 
the St. Paul and Tacoma Lumber Com-
pany, and many other manuscript 
groups. The Brainerd papers also are 
listed in the CSI (Example 8) and in 
the Chronological Index (Example 9). 
However, because only a few items in 
the Brainerd papers touch upon the 
strike, his papers would not be listed 
under "Labor relations-strikes-Wash-
ington." The reason for this is that sub-
ject headings are keyed to the level of 
the manuscript group, not to items or 
series. Brainerd was a newspaper editor 
active in Republican politics who had 
only an incidental connection with the 
strike. However, by contrast the papers 
of James Duncan, a strike leader, relate 
directly to the strike, so his papers will 
be listed under "Labor relations-strikes 
-Washington" as well as under "Poli-
tics and government-W ashington-Se-
attle." 
Following the lead in the CNI the 
researcher might especially want to see 
the correspondence of Wesley L. Jones 
in the Brainerd papers. By viewing the 
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EXAMPLE 7 
Examples are one-half actual size. Inclusive 
dates refer to time spanned by manuscript 
group. 
JONES, Wesley Livsey, 1863-1932 
For manuscripts of the obove, see Guides to the following collections: 
ST. PAUl & TACOM.'< 
lUMBER CO. ARCHIVE 
Uri LIB. MSS. tOlL 
t'f.:l-o-tqss 
C-had.v~< .... /<1 S~f~e.w J 
1'1•.2 - \'15"1 
REGINAlD H. THOMSON PAPERS 
U. OF WASH. LIB. MSS. COlL 
1~4 -19'-/~ 
PORT ~lA•\HE'I r.: :Ll 
co:ArANY ~Ecoaus 
UW LIB. MSS. COLL. 
/.!7(1 - 1'12..3 
JAY JOHIISTOII PAPERS 
ll W. LIB. MSS. COll. 
{'f2..0 .... /~:l"' 
.3eo.-t+l e.. Po,. T Corrllt~I!>Siot.J 
fDWIN G. AMES r.Dll . 
1J Of W Ll B. fo!SS. COll. 
I &'S'G>- lq~l 
/)cuvG.K, GIQ..v.v tJ, 
1?18'-JC,:l(c 
PEARl A. VIA:lAMA 'IER MSS. 
UW LIBRARY MSS COLLECTION 
/V ..b- fqu. I 
MARY tiOPK IN SOi4 MSS. 
UW LIBRA~Y MS5. COlL 
f!C1C J: '',1 [;~.; :),; :lS.). 
U. Of y,,.>:J. LI UR.\RY 
HARRY E. B. AUlT MSS. 
UNIV. 0~ WASH. LIBRARY 
/'11:/ - Jctt>3 
r.z~g~~\~.<~~~~. ~1~:s 
1&'~3- 1'13S" 
MORAN C~OS. !1 • • . 
.UW LIB. MSS. CCLL 
1 "~q - rqoo 
{3 r-a ,',.;ercl J £rA.S T~s 
r..0/0 - 191Gf 
Q."'..-t";s, f\s..,.b~l 
I«''!&' - lq£1( 
r:::: · .~ ~~:.:- ·:·s !.;::;. 
u;ii·:. or Vi ."~tl. uaRARY 
~.~·:1:iiTY OF WASHINGTON /'11 I - 19 19 
Free..YY~CI.r0, h'\; \ler 
/"11"1 - t"''L14? lit~ . II 
UHIVUS ITY Of WASH INGTON 
ll llAlY 
lib.92 
EXAMPLE 8 
· Politics and government - Washington - Seattle 
For manuscripts reloting to the above SUBJECT see Guides to the following collections: 
fi.MER MILLER PAP ERS TI :CR C. TO l .lEf~ON MSS • ANTI ·UC:·:;.:A ;r ~;l L i:.A.;~f I'APERS 
. U .OC .W. llil. ~ISS. COLL U Of VI Ll~. r.;ss. COli. U. OF 1'1 ~~:!. Ll3. ~i SS. COlL 
1'131 - /qr;~ {qs<t - t%</ 1'1</.2.. .... tqs~-:-
HENRY SCHMITZ PAPERS st--"~/N<:!vcf , £v~s-l~.<s. Lock"""~ D,.v;J E. . U OF W LIB. MSS. COll. I 
/Cf30 - {q~C:l- /lifo - l'tt~ i"/3.~ - 193~ 
SIDNEY GER OER PAPl~S £WEN C. DI~:GWALL MSS t...0olfsto'-.Je. , m,~l.,.el 
U OF W LIB. MSS. COll. U OF W LIB. ;.:ss. COLL. v .. t.~7 t'133 - tqsg 14</.1.. - Jqv& ftlS7 -tqv 2.... 
C,oe) Ea...-1 S. GVS r:n" WOOD PAPERS G0?.3Q,~ S. CLINTON MSS. U or W LIB. lASS. COll. U. OF W. LIB. MSS. COll. 
1<7.3 <i .... ''lt)(g 19</s?- 1quc., tqs& -1%</ 
!MUS ·.1. GEP.Ar. HTY MSS. f3o,.,eJ Homer- T. U. OF W. lid. t.< SS. COll. 
fq:i/., -lcB2- 19 3U- Jqifo.-
P'lcC/qtJ) &e,...AJ .. ,.J 8 tt I /,A.J7e.'/ ;(tdA.d A 
v.t'. li'LJo'-3 1Cf3.3-1'13«' jqo7- N:n_ 
N arne Index to the Brainerd Inventory 
(an index to the I/G itself is necessary 
wherever a name appears randomly or 
in more than one unexpected place in 
the I/ G) he will find that the name 
Wesley L. Jones appears on pages 7, 9, 
12, and 16 of the inventory (Example 
10). Information on page 7 of the in-
ventory shows that 115letters were writ-
ten by Jones to Brainerd between the 
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EXAMPLE 9 
1919 
For monuteripll -ifl.n in the abo¥. YEAJ, - Guides to the following coll.ttiont: 
JiSm,a.JerJJ En:ts·h .. ~ ~tUR~E f . C~~11 SlE.~SEN IISS. 
FRA:IK R. PIERCE IISS. U. Of WASH. LIS. IISS. COU. 
U Of W LIB. IISS. COll. J'ii'80 -l"tl'l /'tiCI -J'IS3 lq•<t-tqs~ 
MERRill l RING lBR. CO. RECOR~S ?"hoL-t"-'+~•""'-«~ EjliTH D. Rll EY MSS 
U. Of WASH. UB. IISS. COll. U Of W liB. IISS. COLL 
l<ft>~- Jq~~ 1qoc.- 1"\C.C. lqo'l-l'll.<j 
SEATil£. liGHTING 
lt.llli,;A A. DICKEY PAPERS People.~ 1 S..u,.;_,~.s 
DEPT. RECORDS U ol W LIB. IISS. COU. 
UW LIB. MSS. COll. l~g- l'f-40 B ...... K ll'tl0-1'12.0 
l~q- 1'138' 
M1e.Ke.r) f :z.x-o..- WAlTER G. MclEAN PAP£11$ IIMVIN SANFORD COLL. 
v . • ~38"1 ~~-~- J'i.2.4 U Of W LIB. IISS. COLL U Ill W LIB. IISS. COll 
l'f~- 11S"o l'"ti-l'l(,j 
--
WESLEY L JONES MSS. IWW COU:. Potfs. 1 R ... lpl... B. U o/ W U&. M.>S. COLL. UW Lll. MSS. COlL 
~~~~- 10.32- JqoS' -rq:)C) 1qo3 -t'N~ 
fJ1(!._-H.()IAJ TYAJ; ~, C;o, P~o..·i';c.. Uo.-t"~o~t.s t' Ji,datf1 p;,;u,·p 
Lib.,...,.t Aut-Jo UNIVUIITY Of WAIHINGTON 
llllAU 
UI. II·A 
l~v -t~l-2.- \), p, .-'1, l't14- l't(,(, J Cf /(, -t'f(,!( 
years 1902 and 1919, and it also shows 
their location within the manuscript 
group (box 14, folders 1 to 18, as in 
Example 11). The repository clerk can 
then check the Data Sheet (Example 12) 
of the Erastus Brainerd Manuscript 
group to determine its location within 
the repository and retrieve the file fold-
ers for the researcher. 
In the example ( 11) shown a book 
index using looseleaf forms is utilized. 
Catalog cards can also be used, however, 
at greater expense. The only informa-
tion needed would be the name, subject, 
or date at the top of the card followed 
by names of the pertinent manuscript 
groups on the body of the card. In us-
ing the card form an alternative would 
EXAMPLE 10 
THE ERASTUS BRAINERD PAPERS, 1880-1919 
Name Index 
Note: Starred names have been entered in the Cumulative Name Index. 
Adams, John, 0 3, 6, 7 
Cain, Harry Pulliam, 5 
Douglas, Frederick, 0 5, 8 
Harris, Benjamin, 6 
Jones, Wesley L. ,0 7, 9, 12, 16 
Lewis, Richard, 14, 16 
March, Harry, 0 17, 18 
Simpson, Howard, 34 
Tyler, Francis, 49 
Washington, George, 0 13, 49 
EXAMPLE 11 
THE ERASTUS BRAINERD PAPERS, 1880-1919 
INCOMING LETTERS 
Inclusive 
Box/folder No. Name dates No. of items 
13/25 Chadwick, Stephen J. 1896-1918 38 
13/26 Dilling, George 1908-1911 3 
13/27 Hoge, James 1902-1916 10 
14/ ( 1-18) Jones, Wesley L. 1902-1919 115 
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1. Name of accession 
EXAMPLE 12 
BRAINERD. Erastus, 1855-1922 
2. Type of material Correspondence, mainly incoming letters, with some 
memorabilia. 1880-1919 . 
3. Location A I A 6/2-3 
4. Size ca. 2900 i terns 
5. Source Bequest of The Brainerd Estate, June 1922. 
6. Biographical features: 
See: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
University of Washington Library, Manuscript Series, #2. (1960) 
Who Was Who, v. 1. 
Dictionary of American Biography 
See also Microfilms A 1698, A 921 in Newspapers-Microcopy Section 
7. Names of major correspondents: 
See inventory 
8. Special restrictions: 
none 
9. Literary property rights: 
In public domain 
10. Subjects covered: 
Commerce - Alaska 
Commerce - Washington - Seattle 
Literature - journalism - Washington - Seattl e 
Industry - newspaper publishing - Washington - Seattl e 
Politics and government - Washington - Seattl e 
Republican Party cas subjectJ 
Geographical names: Alaska 
Note: Geographical entries are made only for non-Washington 
focused manuscript groups. 
University of Washington Library 
l ib. 91 
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be to make a fresh card for each entry. 
Once the main entry is established a 
unit card for the manuscript group 
could be multilithed and used for mak-
ing added entries. 
In the network system outlined above 
it is clear that a high degree of name 
control is established. Furthermore, that 
control is not dependent on the arrange-
ment of the manuscript group; whatever 
the arrangement is, it can be described. 
In addition, it is keyed normally to the 
file folder for the correspondence series, 
to the record series itself for most other 
series, and to the manuscript group lev-
el for general subject matter. The bib-
liographic search is thereby simple, di-
rect, and objective. It proceeds, in fact, 
in much the same way as machine re-
trieval and is similarly free of narrative 
descriptive apparatus, because that kind 
of description is unnecessary in this sys-
tem. For this reason it is also relatively 
less expensive than methods that de-
pend on minute subject analysis, and in 
which the card catalog is the main find-
ing aid. A great saving is made by avoid-
ing the use of relatively expensive cat-
alog cards with attendant typing and 
filing of individual cards that frequent-
ly repeat information. Instead, loose-
leaf sheets are filed in post-binders for 
each of the cumulative indexes; on these 
looseleaf sheets only the names of the 
pertinent groups are posted. For the re-
searcher it is a simple, direct system 
much like that of NUCMC in which 
skeletal name, subject, and temporal 
leads are followed step by step to the 
manuscript material itself. There is an 
inexpensive way of adapting it to an 
existing card catalog system. Adapta-
tion is easiest for names. The problem 
is to refer the user of the card catalog 
to the manuscripts reference service for 
material with which a given name is 
identified. Assuming that name already 
appears in the catalog, all subsequent 
references need to be placed on one 
card only in the catalog for that name. 
That card can read: 
Jones, Wesley Livsey ( 1863-1932) 
For other references to this name 
inquire at Service Desk. 
Subject headings could be handled sim-
ilarly, although this in tum would de-
pend on the kind of subject headings 
the repository decides to employ and to 
what record levels they refer. Chronol-
ogy poses no special problem. • • 
ROBERT B. DOWNS 
Doctoral Degrees and Library Resources 
This paper brings up to date a similar report which was published 
in College & Research Libraries in 1966 showing the relationship 
between library holdings and the number of doctoral degrees granted 
in several American universities. Correlation between the two remains 
high. Generally speaking, the strongest graduate offerings are at 
institutions with the strongest libraries. 
A STUDY PUBLISHED in 1966 revealed a 
close relationship between doctoral de-
grees conferred by American universi-
ties and library resources and support.1 
The recent publication of the lOth edi-
tion of American Universities and Col-
leges2 provides an opportunity to up-
date the previous investigation. In a 
tabular summary of "Earned Doctorates, 
1957- 1966, by Field and Institution,"3 
the ACE directory presents the number 
of degrees awarded by each institution. 
The figures are broken down further by 
broad categories: humanities, biological 
sciences, physical sciences, social scien-
ces, and a miscellaneous group not clas-
sifiable by fields. 
A total of 214 universities, colleges, 
seminaries, institutes, and schools are 
listed by American Universities and 
Colleges as having conferred five or 
more doctoral degrees during the dec-
ade 1957- 66. For present purposes, only 
those institutions granting one hundred 
or more degrees in the course of the 
1 College & Research Libraries, XXVII (March 
1966)' 123-29, 141. 
2 Washington: (ACE) American Council on Educa-
tion, 1968. 
a Ibid., p. 1699-1702. 
Dr. Downs is Dean of Library Adminis-
tration in the University of Illinois . 
ten-year period are considered-a total 
of 120 universities or other institutions 
of higher education. The accompanying 
table includes the selected group, re-
arranged in the order of the number 
of degrees conferred. The two final col-
umns report for each library the num-
ber of volumes held and the total ex-
penditures for books, periodicals, and 
binding as of 1966, the final year cov-
ered by the ten-year record of statis-
tics of doctoral degrees.4 
According to the ACE summary, 
121,750 doctoral degrees were granted 
by American universities and colleges 
during the decade. Of the total, 77,465 
degrees, or about 64 per cent (nearly 
two-thirds), came from thirty-eight in-.. 
stitutions with library holdings in excess 
of a million volumes each. The mean 
figure for the thirty-eight libraries was 
2,135,565 volumes. 
A close correlation existed also be-
tween the number of degrees conferred 
and the level of financial support. The 
forty universities whose libraries spent 
more than $500,000 each for books, 
periodicals, and binding in 1965--66 
granted a total of 79,126 doctoral de-
grees, or 65 per cent of the whole fig-
ure of 121,750. 
4 The library data are based chiefly on Library Sta-
tistics of Colleges and Universities, 1965-66 (Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1967) . 
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The list of degree-granting institutions 
was headed by the University of Cal-
ifornia, which awarded 6,981 doctorates 
during the decade. The total represents 
seven campuses, but 4,869 degrees 
came from Berkeley and Los Angeles 
combined, both owning multi-million 
volume libraries. 
Book collections and expenditures 
have continued to expand since the 
1966 figures were compiled. As report-
ed in the Association of Research Li-
braries' "Academic Library Statistics" for 
1967-68, fifty-one of the seventy mem-
ber libraries possessed more than a mil-
lion volumes each and eleven more were 
on the verge of reaching the million-
volume level .at the end of the year. In 
expenditures for books and binding, 
twenty-six of the seventy exceeded 
$1,000,000 each for 1967-68; sixty of the 
seventy had book expenditures above 
$500,000 for the year. 
A distinction should be made among 
several principal types of institutions in-
cluded in the select group of 120. First, 
there are the general universities, en-
compassing virtually all fields. Second, 
there are a score or more of former 
A. and M. state colleges recently con-
verted into general universities, since 
which time a majority have been ac-
tively engaged in developing major gen-
eral libraries. Examples are Purdue, 
Iowa State, Pennsylvania State, Oregon 
State, Oklahoma State, Texas A. & M., 
North Carolina State, Washington State, 
Kansas State, Auburn, Utah State, Col-
orado State, and Montana State. A third 
recognizable category is the specialized 
technical institutions-California Insti-
tute of Technology, Carnegie Institute 
of Technology, Polytechnic Institute 
of Brooklyn, Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute, Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Case In-
stitute of Technology, and Georgia In-
stitute of Technology-which confer de-
grees primarily in the physical and bio-
logical sciences, and whose library re-
quirements, therefore, are considerably 
less diverse than are those of general 
universities dealing with all fields. 
Another group of specialized institutions, 
a small one, is represented by the New 
School for Social Research, the South-
western Baptist Theological Seminary, 
and the Union Theological Seminary. 
Purely from a pragmatic point of 
view, one may conclude that quantita-
tively a library in a university offering 
comprehensive doctoral programs should 
possess a minimum of 1,500,000 volumes 
and ought to be spending not less than 
$750,000 annually for books, periodicals, 
and binding. Among the thirty-four uni-
versities which granted an average of 
one hundred doctorates a year, or more, 
during the 1957-66 period, twenty-two 
met the suggested standard for volume 
holdings, as of July 1, 1968, and twenty-
nine of the thirty-four spent in excess 
of $750,000 each for books. 
In summary; statistics of doctoral de-
grees granted and of library holdings 
and book expenditures strongly support 
the view that there is a high degree of 
correlation between the two in universi-
ties distinguished for their doctoral 
programs. With rare exceptions, an in-
stitution outstanding for its graduate of-
ferings is equally notable for the strength 
of its library resources. It is perhaps 
equally obvious that a number of in-
stitutions granting the doctorate lack the 
library resources to support advanced 
level graduate study and need to under-
take extensive development of their li-
braries. 
•• 
DocTORAL DEGREES AwARDED, 1957-1966, AND LIBRARY RESOUHCES 
Book 
Total No. Biological Physical Social Volumes in Expenditures 
lnstitntion Degrees Humanities Sciences Sciences Sciences Miscellaneous Library, 1966 1965-66 
California (all campuses) 6,981 519 2,031 2,670 1,731 30 7,111,539 $5,254,125 
Columbia 5,679 998 550 1,074 3,041 16 3,675,920 927,775 
Illinois 4,194 384 960 1,872 938 40 4,083,634 1,744,763 
vVisconsin 4,189 525 1,421 1,112 1,091 40 1,746,321 1,107,503 
Harvard 3,864 813 452 981 1,591 27 7,600,357 1,596,989 
Michigan 3,395 563 744 1,175 872 41 3,516,355 1,066,365 
New York University 3,225 420 556 676 1,567 6 1,648,437 572,900 
Ohio State 2,960 292 859 869 940 1,845,069 622,734 
Minnesota 2,854 246 1,093 717 788 10 2,484,402 866,343 
Stanford 2,613 261 265 1,248 791 48 2,764,211 1,074,801 
Purdue 2,565 21 1,102 1,145 296 1 770,666 615,439 
Indiana 2,542 419 280 332 1,504 7 1,943,256 1,116,335 
Chicago 2,469 370 409 576 1,077 37 2,445,141 904,012 
MIT 2,424 31 119 2,128 146 900,468 413,061 
Yale 2,396 830 391 659 507 9 4,995,398 1,420,206 
Michigan State 2,251 158 778 478 837 1,224,528 783,111 
Cornell 2,132 208 891 456 571 6 2,892,539 1,149,001 
Texas 1,957 235 356 732 634 1,912,018 1,002,131 
Iowa State 1,934 396 516 822 200 586,627 291,379 
Pennsylvania 1,809 311 298 533 657 10 1,958,602 655,402 
Pennsylvania State 1,759 62 411 676 577 33 891,396 752,648 
Northwestern 1,650 456 204 606 384 1,771,899 529,006 
Southern California 1,579 333 218 153 875 1,192,240 379,345 
University of Washington 1,568 221 378 596 365 8 1,466,906 840,028 
Princeton 1,504 260 131 783 305 25 1,846,776 671,953 
Iowa 1,362 27 396 352 587 1,284,836 623,896 
Pittsburgh 1,220 156 250 391 420 3 997,896 544,327 
North Carolina 1,135 234 246 266 389 1,385,234 581,824 
Maryland 1,122 61 348 413 300 754,108 742,962 
Rutgers 1,122 26 551 282 254 9 1,289,554 612,619 
.T ohns Hopkins 1,103 142 312 470 174 5 1,500,322 320,361 
Missouri 1,083 98 296 231 458 1,230,000 486,049 
Florida 1,040 98 311 310 318 3 1,147,711 574,396 
Catholic 1,007 367 149 205 285 1 681,901 114,990 
Colorado . 961 79 161 369 352 1,205,863 668,698 
Duke. 957 174 282 223 278 1,783,803 611 ,870 
Syracuse 941 64 131 254 385 107 1,262,051 505,545 
Louisiana 867 78 364 217 208 1,029,650 418,770 
Book 
Total No. Biological Physical Social Volumes in 
Expenditures 
Institution D egrees Hum anities Scien ces Sciences Sciences 
Miscellaneous Library, 1966 1965-66 
Kansas 857 38 239 321 259 1,201,615 
568,045 
Rochester 855 248 247 286 74 906,410 
449,786 
Nebraska 803 38 170 146 449 820,791 
340,938 
Oklahoma 799 60 190 207 340 2 1,023,894 
361,236 
California Tech. 779 60 719 161,433 
156,767 
Florida State 749' 56 206 202 273 12 747,116 
559,568 
Boston University 709 224 100 385 665,655 
239,732 
Wayne 709 84 97 193 333 2 992,242 
581,535 
Oregon State 680 18 344 215 95 8 506,662 
246,361 
Utah 677 43 171 329 134 924,381 
352,140 
Oregon 666 17 108 113 427 1 1,112,743 
349,679 
Fordham 650 165 152 93 240 721,276 
250,127 
Tennessee 640 23 217 205 195 903,665 
609,132 
Oklahoma State 634 2 194 242 196 800,200 
278,000 
Carnegie Tech. 633 8 14 569 42 246,616 
126,176 
Western Reserve 608 71 131 93 313 864,885 
178,306 
Brown 607 104 113 310 79 1 1,150,052 
376,253 
Virginia 574 54 60 213 243 4 1,288,634 
465,780 
Colorado State College 557 1 20 1 520 15 256,744 
104,044 
Texas A. & M. 547 258 258 31 475,070 
261,885 
Notre Dame 545 97 41 306 101 
781,002 337,840 
Connecticut 539 36 165 115 223 619,406 
653,693 
Washington ( St. Louis ) 527 42 126 235 119 5 936,754 571,528 
North Carolina State 503 258 196 49 370,959 
407,912 
Washington State 499 243 94 162 879,094 
296,225 
Vanderbilt 497 149 129 134 85 
995,839 379,732 
Brooklyn Polytechnic 473 473 
122,312 144,899 
Tulane 460 113 168 98 79 2 
950,710 391,901 
St. Louis 450 88 95 119 148 719,741 
216,653 
Arizona 434 12 137 171 113 1 
858,067 347,367 
Denver 432 142 83 10 197 
518,173 180,583 
Temple 429 49 109 94 177 
730,791 383,775 
Rensselaer Polytechnic 423 7 401 9 6 
130,927 120,909 
Case Institute 415 377 37 1 
138,545 ll9,085 
George Peabody 397 23 49 20 305 995,839 
379,731 
Cincinnati 396 46 80 209 56 5 
905,047 222,343 
Kansas State 382 2 238 132 lO 
381,685 251,965 
Georgetown 363 29 51 107 175 
512,990 202,588 
American University 361 44 9 308 
151,007 153,583 
Kentucky 360 18 117 66 159 
1,131,070 441 ,246 
Virgini a Po]ytechnic 356 184 172 399.121 
166,912 
Book 
Total 0. Biological Physical Social Volumes in Expenditures 
Institution D egrees Humanities Sciences Sciences Sciences Miscellaneous Library, 1966 1965-66 
Illinois Inst. Tech. 345 1 56 285 3 84,135 27,500 
Arkansas 343 31 19 66 227 508,370 157,981 
Rice 343 33 28 265 17 547,383 396,204 
George Washington 308 5 124 32 147 409,340 170,000 
Georgia 303 15 118 35 124 11 678,529 500,084 
Delaware 286 2 38 240 6 546,908 285,203 
Loyola 278 36 133 17 92 462,216 251 ,272 
Houston 277 117 28 132 383,376 342,843 
Lehigh 277 7 16 239 15 448,378 124,412 
Alabama 270 6 64 59 141 816,156 378,306 
New Mexico 248 33 13 117 85 479,710 363,219 
S.W. Baptist 248 248 366,954 48,332 
Massachusetts 238 2 175 44 17 427,714 790,191 
Emory 228 49 81 32 49 17 858,765 286,506 
Wyoming 228 35 35 158 416,375 181,095 
Brandeis 227 19 62 71 75 335,286 199,356 
Yeshiva 215 35 87 18 75 397,025 257,712 
Georgia Tech. 213 213 420,138 186,417 
Claremont 210 48 51 111 402,202 172,475 
Clark 200 67 96 37 252,527 41 ,714 
Auburn 190 1 59 50 80 459,476 263,673 
St. Johns 179 28 55 6 90 330,730 245,570 
Utah State 179 120 29 30 408,950 159,558 
Colorado State University 170 68 70 32 373,899 366,789 
Arizona State 169 2 6 36 125 497,500 174,500 
West Virginia 154 1 71 49 33 592,274 284,479 
North Texas 150 16 134 537,097 313,741 
Southern Illinois 148 25 42 2 79 700,000 604,700 
Tufts 148 4 42 22 80 363,566 149,033 
Bryn Mawr 141 61 15 24 35 6 323,524 81,862 
North Dakota 140 35 7 98 280,733 150,940 
Mississippi 135 3 45 28 59 396,829 153,901 
Baylor 133 1 81 29 22 356,200 116,957 
New Sch. Soc. Res. 124 9 34 81 46,009 35,381 
Union Theological 123 123 393,123 30,187 
Texas Tech. 121 12 16 19 74 700,316 418,137 
Montana State 111 31 50 30 416,122 125,013 
Adelphi 107 91 16 149,520 122,475 
New Hampshire 105 4.5 60 394,494 209,944 
Lawrence 103 103 171,433 52,721 
Brigham Yo-ung 100 7 9 35 49 589,295 488,056 
STEPHEN L. PETERSON 
Patterns of Use of Periodical Literature 
Questionnaires were distributed to a scientifically selected sample of 
graduate students in the University of Michigan querying their use 
of periodical literature in libraries. Tabulated results indicate that this 
user group utilizes periodicals heavily, that citations are most often 
sought by subject, that only one or two articles are usually read per 
library use, and that most such library users are successful in their 
search for information. 
THE AUTOMATION OF serial literature 
records now taking place in many li-
braries provides a propitious opportunity 
to enhance the information output of 
these records for the library user as well 
as for the librarian. While librarians 
generally know what information they 
require of their records, there is no cer-
tainty about the information require-
ments placed upon these same records 
by library users. This report is the re-
sult of a study to determine the pat-
terns of student use of one segment of 
serial literature, periodicals, in a research 
library system.1 Such a definition of use 
patterns is one of the essential steps in 
developing mechanized serial records of 
value to library staff and patron alike. 
The study was conducted at the U ni-
versity of Michigan in the early spring 
of 1968. A questionnaire was mailed to 
a sample of students enrolled in the 
Horace H. Rackham School of Grad-
uate Studies of the university. 2 It con-
1 Research funds for this project were provided by 
the Xerox Corporation Graduate Fellowship in In-
formation Science, and were granted through the In-
stitute of Science and Technology of the University of 
Michigan. 
2 The details of the sampling procedure, as well as 
the design of the questionnaire, were developed in 
consultation with staff members of the Institute for 
Social Research of the University of Michigan. 
Mr. Peterson w Head of the Order and 
Receiving Department in the ]oint Univer-
sity Libraries, Nashville. 
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tained seven basic questions, of which 
three had one or more subquestions. 
Most of the questions were constructed 
to elicit responses based upon the last 
time the student had actually used pe-
riodical literature in a library of the 
university.3 Of the 399 questionnaires 
that were mailed, 338, or 85 per cent, 
were returned and capable of tabula-
tion. 
TABULATION AND ANALYSIS 
OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
Question 1. "How often do you use 
libraries of the University of Michigan?" 
TABLE 1 
Almost never . 
A few times a term 
About once a month 
Once in two or three weeks 
About once a week . 
Almost every day 
Other 
3% 
8% 
4% 
7% 
31% 
40% 
7% 
N = 338 
Every respondent who marked "Oth-
er" specified library use of at least once 
a week. Including this 7 per cent, it 
must be noted that 78 per cent of the 
students indicated library use about once 
a week. 
3 Periodical literature is defined in a note following 
Question 1 of the Questionnaire (see pages 428-9) . 
The definition is arbitrary and was used only to estab-
lish a common understanding of periodical literature 
for the purposes of this particular study. 
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Question 2. "When did you last use 
periodical literature of a University li-
brary?" 
TABLE 2 
Two or three days ago . 
About a week ago . . 
Two to three weeks ago 
About a month ago . 
More than a month ago 
Have not used this term 
41% 
20% 
11% 
6% 
6% 
. 16% 
N = 338 
The questionnaire was mailed at such 
a time as to reflect extensive library use 
in the given term. The 54 respondents 
( 16 per cent) who indicated that they 
had not used periodical literature in a 
University library in the term were not 
required to complete the questionnaire. 
Of all respondents ( 338), 61 per cent 
used periodical literature about once a 
week. Of those who reported use of 
periodical literature in the given term 
( 284), however, the percentage of 
weekly users climbed to 72 per cent. 
libraries of the University of Michigan 
listed on the questionnaire, or to write 
in a library that was not included on 
the list. For present purposes, all of the 
libraries designated in one way or 
another have been classified according 
to the administrative organization of 
the University of Michigan Libraries 
(Spring 1968). 
TABLE 3 
Medical Science Libraries 36 13% 
Science Libraries . . 64 22.5% 
Non-Science Libraries . 62 21.5% 
Undergraduate Library 18 6% 
General (Graduate) Library 104 37% 
N = 284 
Having determined what libraries were 
used by the respondents, it was then 
possible to return to Question 2 and 
consider the frequency of periodical lit-
erature use in each of the groups of li-
braries (Table 4). / 
Question 4. A. Location and Age of 
Periodical Literature Used. 
TABLE 4 
Medical Non- Under-
Sciences Sciences Sciences graduate General 
Two or three days ago 69% 61% 42% 22% 41% 
About a week ago 8% 19% 28% 22% 30% 
Two to three weeks ago 14% 6% 15% 28% 14% 
About a month ago 3% 3% 9% 3% 9% 
More than a month ago 6% 11% 6% 11% 6% 
N = 36 N = 64 N = 62 N = 18 N = 104 
Of the 264 users who indicated they 
visited a University library about once 
a week, and of the 204 respondents who 
used periodical literature .about once a 
week, 190 indicated use of a library and 
use of periodical literature in that period 
of time. This represents 56 per cent of 
all library users, and fully 67 per cent 
of all users of periodical literature in the 
given term. 
Question 3. "Check the University li-
brary which you last visited to use peri-
odical literature." 
The respondents were asked either to 
check one of the twenty-three principal 
The students were asked whether they 
had read current (i.e., less than one. 
year old) or non-current (i.e. , more than 
one year old) literature, and whether 
this material had been in a reserve read-
ing collection. 
TABLE 5 
Reserve reading 
Current literature . 
Non-current literature . 
Both current and non-current 
literature 
No response 
14% 
29% 
35% 
16% 
6% 
N = 284 
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The division of these results by type 
of library (Table 6) reveals about what 
might be expected. Current periodical 
literature is used more in the medical 
and science libraries, while non-current 
periodical literature shows substantial 
use in the general library. 
rent periodical literature, however, 60 
per cent stated that they were using this 
material specifically for research pur-
poses. 
Question 5. "How many articles did 
you read in the last periodical you used 
in a University library?"4 
TABLE 6 
Medical Non- Under-
Sciences Sciences Sciences graduate General 
Reserve reading 3% 8% 13% 22% 20% 
Current literature 42% 30% 31% 17% 25% 
Non-current literature 33% 31% 24% 33% 45% 
Both current and non-current literature 14% 25% 19% 22% 10% 
No response 8% 6% 13% 6% 
N = 36 N = 64 N = 62 N = 18 N = 104 
Question 4. B. Purpose for Which Pe-
riodical Literature Was Used. 
TABLE 7 
General/professional reading 
Research reading 
Both general/professional and research 
No response 
20% 
65% 
7% 
8% 
N = 284 
When these returns are considered by 
type of library, the percentages are as 
shown in Table 8. 
One 
Two 
Several 
Most 
All 
Other 
No response 
TABLE 9 
53% 
17% 
24% 
4% 
0.3% 
1% 
0.7% 
N=284 
Three students marked "Other." Of 
these, two indicated that they had 
skimmed the periodical. One said that 
TABLE 8 
General/professional reading . 
Research reading 
Both general/professional and research 
No response 
Of the 57 respondents ( 20 per cent, 
Table 7) who indicated that they were 
doing general/ professional reading, 32 
also indicated that they were reading 
current periodical literature. It might 
have been expected that general read-
ing was being done in the most recent 
literature. Of all students reading cur-
Science and 
Medical Libraries 
15% 
71% 
7% 
7% 
N = 100 
All other 
Libraries 
23% 
63% 
7% 
7% 
N = 184 
he had read none of the articles. There 
did not seem to be any significant vari-
ation in the responses to this question 
among the users of the various groups 
of libraries. 
4 
"Article" was d efined in the questionnaire to in-
clude book reviews. See note following Question 3. 
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TABLE 10 
NuMBER OF ARTICLES READ/PuRPOSE FOR WHicH PERIODICAL WAs UsED 
General/ No 
professional Research Both response 
One 17% 70% 3% 10% N = 150 
Two 27% 61% 8% 4% N = 49 
Several 22% 63% 12% 3% N = 67 
Most 25% 42% 25% 8% N = 12 
All (insufficient responses) N = 1 
Other (insufficient responses ) N = 3 
No response . (insufficient responses) N = 2 
N=57 N = 186 N = 20 N = 21 
TABLE 11 
NuMBER OF ARTICLES READ/LocATION AND AcE OF PERIODICAL 
Reserve Current Non-current Both No response 
One 18% 25% 38% 14% 5% N = 150 
Two 10% 31% 37% 18% 4% N = 49 
Several 4% 36% 33% 20% 7% N = 67 
Most 25% 17% 17% 33% 8% N = 12 
All (insufficient responses) N = 1 
Other (insufficient responses) N = 3 
No response (insufficient responses ) N = 2 
N = 39 N = 82 
Question 6. Means Used to Determine 
What Article ( s) to Read. 
TABLE 12 
Had precise reference to article already 49.3% 
Did not have precise reference already 50.0% 
No response . 0.7% 
N=284 
Twenty-nine (21 per cent) of the 140 
students who indicated, .as shown in Ta-
ble 12, that they already had the pre-
cise citation to the article they wished 
to read also noted that they were read-
ing material in a reserve reading col-
lection. 
Exactly 50 per cent ( 142) of the re-
spondents noted that, prior to using the 
library resources, they did not have the 
accurate reference to the material they 
wished to read. Table 13 shows the 
means by which these users located the 
article ( s) they needed. 
Of all the respondents surveyed, only 
50 ( 35 per cent, Table 13) neither had 
the precise reference to the article ( s ) 
N = 100 N = 47 N = 16 
TABLE 13 
Used an index 44% 
Used an abstract . . 13% 
Used both an index and an abstract 8% 
Did not use either an index or an 
abstract 35% 
N =·142 
they wished to read nor found that ci-
tation by using an indexing or abstract-
ing service of the library. These 50 stu-
dents represent 18 per cent of the total 
respondents ( 284). Table 14 gives a 
closer look at this 18 per cent. 
TABLE 145 
Consulted periodicals by 
publishing society . . 
Consulted periodicals by subject 
Consulted periodicals by 
country of publication . 
Consulted periodicals by 
language of publication 
Consulted periodicals by 
period of publication . 
18% 
86% 
4% 
8% 
N = 50 
5 It was possible to check more than one category in 
Question 6. 
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The ninety-two students who did not 
have the precise reference to the ma-
terial they wished to read prior to using 
TABLE 15 
Consulted periodicals by 
publishing society . 
Consulted periodicals by subject 
Consulted periodicals by 
country of publication 
Consulted periodicals by 
language of publication 
Consulted periodicals by 
period of publication 
No response 
15% 
65% 
4% 
2% 
14% 
14% 
N=92 
the library, but who determined that 
reference by using bibliographical tools 
of the library, showed a similar pattern 
in their approach to periodicals, as dem-
onstrated in Table 15. 
Tables 16-18 further describe the pat-
terns of use of the fifty respondents 
who neither had the needed reference 
nor used an index or abstract, .and con-
trast these findings with the use pat-
terns of the other two groups, i.e ., those 
who already had the reference, and those 
who used an index and/ or abstract to 
determine the reference. 
TABLE 16 
LOCATION AND AGE OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE USED 
No Had Used index 
reference reference or abstract 
Reserve reading 6% 21% 8% 
Current literature 52% 17% 34% 
Non-current literature 26% 41% 31% 
Both current and non-current literature 10% 17% 19% 
No response 6-% 4% 8% 
N = 50 N = 140 N = 92 
TABLE 17 
PURPOSE FOR WHICH PERIODICAL LITERATURE WAS USED 
No Had Used index 
reference reference or abstract 
General/professional reading 38% 13% 21% 
Research reading 44% 69% 71% 
Both general/professional 
and research reading 8% 9% 4% 
No response 10% 9% 4% 
N = 50 N = 140 N = 92 
TABLE 18 
NuMBER OF ARTICLES READ 
No Had Used index 
reference reference or abstract 
One 32% 61% 51% 
Two 16% 19% 15% 
Several 38% 14% 31% 
Most 10% 4% 2% 
All 1% 
Other 4% 0.7% 
No response 1.3% 
N = 50 N = 140 N = 92 
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Question 7. Success in Finding Peri-
odical Literature. 
TABLE 19 
Respondents who found the article 
for which they were looking . 80.3% 
Respondents who did not find the article 
for which they were looking . 16.9% 
No response 2.8% 
N = 284 
Respondents who indicated that they 
were unable to find the article or the 
periodical for which they were looking 
were asked what information regarding 
the material they were able to find. Ta-
ble 20 shows the results. 
TABLE 20 
Periodical was in the library being used, 
but was unavailable 
Periodical was in another library 
Periodical was not in any library 
of the University 
Other information 
No information 
No response 
44% 
17% 
19% 
10% 
8% 
2% 
N=48 
Seventy-three per cent of those stu-
dents who did -not find the periodical 
for which they were looking were 
searching for a non-current publication. 
Forty-four per cent of these respondents 
had the precise reference to the article 
they wished to consult, and fully 67 per 
cent of these students indicated that they 
used periodical literature in a University 
library at least once a week. 
SuMMARY 
The purpose of this project was to de-
fine the patterns of use of periodicallit-
terature as demonstrated by graduate 
students working in a research library 
system. Patterns, even when based upon 
measured responses to actual incidents 
of use, primarily serve as guides and, as 
such, only indicate general trends. The 
following patterns are those which are 
clearly evident from the results of this 
study. 
I 
Periodical literature receives substan-
tial use. Eighty-four per cent of the stu-
dents surveyed indicated use of period-
ical literature in the given school term. 
Sixty per cent indicated use of periodi-
cal literature at least once a week. More-
over, periodical literature is heavily used 
by the students who are the most fre-
quent and steady patrons of University 
libraries. Thus, the significance of peri-
odical literature for graduate students is 
demonstrated on both an absolute and a 
proportional scale of use. 
Periodical literature seems no less im-
portant for nonscience libraries than it 
is for the libraries related to the several 
sciences. The respondents who indicated 
that they used periodical literature at 
least once a week encompass 79 per cent 
of all users of science libraries, and 68 
per cent of all users of nonscience li-
braries. 
II 
The subject approach to periodical 
literature is the dominant approach used 
by graduate students. This is true for the 
students who did not have the precise 
reference to the article they wished to 
read, as well as for the students who 
located the reference to their needed 
article through an index or abstracting 
service. The preference for the subject 
approach was so strong it would indi-
cate that other indexing schemes, e.g., 
indexing by publishing society, language, 
period, country, etc., ought to be em-
ployed only in the most rare and spe-
cialized instances. 6 
6 Of course, student preference for the subject ap-
proach may be due to the fact that little service is 
presently offered through other bibliographical avenues. 
Further conclusions abou t these other approaches 
should be made only after our library p atrons have 
had considerable experience using these other means. 
See G. A. Miller, "Measuring User Needs and Prefer-
ences," Intrex Report of a Planning Conference on 
Information Transfer Experiments (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1965) , p. 56. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. How often do you use libraries of the University of Niichigan? 
( ) Almost never 
( ) A few times a term 
( ) About once a month 
( ) Once in 2 to 3 weeks 
) About once a week 
) Almost every day 
) Other ( specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N.B. PERIODICAL LITERATURE in the following questions refers to publica-
tions issued at more or less regular intervals. These publications usually contain 
articles by several contributors. PERIODICAL LITERATURE includes magazines, 
journals, annual reports, and society proceedings and transactions. EXCLUDED 
~re newspapers and government documents. 
2. When did you LAST use periodical literature of a University library? 
( ) Two or three days ago 
( ) About a week ago 
( ) About two or three weeks ago 
( ) About a month ago 
( ) More than a month ago 
( ) Have not used periodical literature of a University library this term 
If you have not used periodical literature of a University library this term, you 
need not answer the remaining questions. Please return this questionnaire in the en-
closed envelope. 
3. Check the University library which you LAST visited to use periodical literature. 
( 
( 
( 
( 
Architecture 
Asia (in General Lib.) 
Business Administration 
Bureau of Government (in 
basement of Rackham Bldg.) 
Chemistry-Pharmacy 
Dentistry 
Education (in Undergraduate) 
Engineering-Transportation 
(in Undergraduate) 
Fine Arts 
Institute of Science and 
Technology 
( ) General 
( ) Law 
( ) Library Science 
( ) Mathematics 
( ) Medical Center 
( ) Mental Health Research 
( ) Music 
( ) Natural Sciences-Natural Resources 
( ) Phoenix 
( ) Physics-Astronomy 
( ) Public Health 
( ) Social W ark 
( ) Undergraduate 
( ) Other ( specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
N.B. ARTICLES in the following questions include book reviews. 
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4. When you LAST visited a University library to use periodical literature, were 
you looking for 
A. ( ) Periodical literature in a reserve reading collection? 
( ) Current periodical literature (one year old or less)? 
( ) Non-current periodical literature (more than one year old)? 
B. ( ) Articles of a general professional or informative nature? 
( ) Articles for some definite research or scholarly use? 
5. How many articles did you read in the LAST PERIODICAL you used in a Uni-
versity library? 
) One, ( ) Two, ( ) Several, ( ) Most, ( ) All, ( ) Other ...... . 
6. When you LAST visited a University library to use periodical literature, which 
of the following approaches did you use to determine what article ( s) you wished 
to read? 
) Consulted periodicals published by a society in which I am a member or 
interested. 
Consulted periodicals in my subject field. 
Consulted periodicals published in the country of my interest. 
Consulted periodicals published in the language of my interest. 
Consulted periodicals published in the chronological period of my interest. 
If you checked ANY of the above, did you at any time use the table of contents or 
the index of the periodical? ( ) Yes, ( ) No. 
) Consulted one or more general index (indexing several periodicals). 
) Consulted one or more abstracting periodicals. 
) Already had the reference from some other source. 
) Other ( specify) ........ . .................... . 
7. When you LAST visited a University library to use periodical literature, were 
you able to find the periodical for which you were looking in the library you were 
using? ( ) Yes, ( ) No. 
If NO, what information about the periodical you wished to use were you able to 
find out? (check all that apply). 
It was in the library I was using, but was not available. 
It was not in the library I was using, but was in some other library of the 
University. 
It was not available in any University library. 
No information. 
Other information (specify) ........................... . 
In the space below, please add any additional comments about library service of 
the University as you have found it in relation to periodical literature. 
Thank you. 
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III 
The majority of users of periodical lit-
erature read only one article, and 70 per 
cent of the respondents read not more 
than two articles. What is more, 70 per 
cent of those who read one article and 
61 per cent of those who read two ar-
ticles were using periodical literature for 
research purposes. These results would 
indicate that indexing or otherwise con-
trolling periodicals by broad categories 
will not be of substantial help to most 
users. Periodical literature is generally 
consulted for rather specific purposes, 
and specific articles .are usually read. 
The students who read only one or 
two articles in a given periodical showed 
some preference for non-current num-
bers. Among graduate students reading 
one article, thirteen percentage points 
separate the users of current literature 
from the users of non-current periodi-
cal literature. Only six percentage points 
separate the same users among those 
students reading two articles . If noth-
ing else, this evidence should encourage 
librarians to reduce the time lag from 
the appearance of periodical literature 
to the appearance of the several index-
es. 
IV 
The overwhelming number of library 
users among graduate students approach 
the use of periodical literature well pre-
pared to find the article which they 
need. Nearly half of the respondents al-
ready had the precise reference to the 
article they needed before they began 
to use library materials and aids. 
Sixty-five per cent of the respondents 
who did not have the reference prior to 
using the library indicated that they 
found the needed reference in the .avail-
able indexes and abstracting services. 
This is an encouraging report. It dem-
onstrates that if collections of periodical 
literature were evenly and adequately 
indexed and if these indexes were up 
to date, many library users would be 
quite self-sufficient in their approach to 
this literature. 
Of course, this does not consider the 
question of whether or not the informa-
tion needs of these students would 
have been better met by that bulk of 
periodical literature, found in every li-
brary, which is neither indexed nor ab-
stracted. Yet the evidence shows that 
efforts to increase and .accelerate index-
ing services are proper and rewarding 
endeavors. 
Only eleven respondents indicated 
that, at the end of their search for a 
periodical article, they had found neither 
the article nor any .appreciable informa-
tion regarding it. This is equal to less 
than 1 per cent of the total respondents, 
and indicates a very large number of 
satisfied users of periodical literature. 
•• 
PETER SIMMONS 
Choosing Data Conversion Equipment 
Since the automation of libraries requires files of bibliographic data 
in machine-readable form, librarians responsible for automation activi-
ties need to compare the equipment available for data conversion. 
Keypunch and typewriter keyboards must be considered, as well as 
devices which encode punched cards, paper tape, and magnetic tape, 
and on-line terminals. Once suitable machines have been identified, 
two other major criteria must be considered-price and reliability-
though the latter can rarely be predicted accurately. 
THE GOAL OF the Library of Congress' 
MARC Distribution Service is to encom-
pass the entire spectrum of current LC 
cataloging. Though that goal may not be 
reached for many years, the promise of 
centrally captured and distributed bib-
liographic information in digital form for 
all current materials is bright. But since 
one of the academic library's unique as-
sets is its ability to transcend the present 
-to control and make available materi-
als without regard for their age-the 
creation of a machine-readable store of 
bibliographic information must of neces-
sity accommodate retrospective as well 
as current information. Despite the like-
lihood that in the future retrospective 
cataloging information will also be cen-
trally distributed, 1 many libraries that in-
tend to take advantage of computer tech-
nology will become involved in convert-
ing their own bibliographic data. Since 
machine-readable files of bibliographic 
data are a prerequisite for automated 
library functions, it is difficult to imagine 
such a library that will not want to add 
1 The Council on Library Resources has funded a 
study, being undertaken at the Library of Congress, 
to consider conversion of the retrospective records of 
the Library of Congress to digital form. The stated 
purpose is to provide data for the entire library com-
munity. 
Mr. Simmons is Assistant Professor of Li-
brarianship, University of British Columbia. 
local elements of information to central-
ly produced records and local records to 
centrally produced files. 
Given the desire (or need), person-
nel, and finances to accomplish data con-
version, the remaining requirement is for 
suitable equipment. Though few librari-
ans are likely to become enraptured with 
the analysis of character sets, transmis-
sion rates, and parity checks, it is never-
theless important that librarians respon-
sible for implementing automation real-
ize that their work requires machines 
that can input a larger number and va-
riety of characters than are used in most 
computer applications. Therefore they 
will need at least a passing acquaintance 
with the various devices that are cur-
rently available for the task of convert-
ing bibliographic information to digital, 
or machine-readable, form. 
The great majority of conversion de-
vices presently on the market combine 
some sort of keyboard with an encoding 
mechanism. This brief survey will first 
consider types of keyboards, then the 
various methods of encoding, anQ. final-
ly some of the criteria for choosing · 
among the various types of machines. 
The easiest way to classify the several 
kinds of keyboards that are used on en-
coding devices today is simply to count 
their keys, since their number will usual-
ly (though not always) provide an in-
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dication of the number of characters the 
keyboard can encode. Although smaller 
devices are in use, the smallest keyboard 
of interest to librarians is probably the 
keypunch, which generally has thirty-four 
keys and can record sixty-four unique 
codes. It will be recognized, of course, 
that this number is far too small to en-
code all of the characters required for 
bibliographic data. In fact, no fewer than 
175 characters are required to represent 
adequately roman-alphabet languages 
and romanized forms of non-roman al-
phabets, even if most scientific and tech-
nical signs are spelled out (e.g., «square 
root" rather than y --) and certain liber-
ties are taken with some diacritical 
marks.2 
There are several possible ways of 
dealing with the severe size limitation 
of the keypunch keyboard. The first 
method is the most obvious: simply to 
limit the character set to the ten num-
bers, twenty-six letters, and twenty-eight 
symbols of punctuation that appear on 
the keyboard. The obvious inadequacy 
of this solution has not prevented its 
widespread use by librarians as a simple 
expedient, apparently in the belief that 
the sacrifice of typographical niceties in 
exchange for the efficiency of computer-
printing is necessary. The production of 
printed cards, books, and lists using only 
uppercase letters is the direct result of 
this technique. Another escape from the 
34-key limitation is multi-punching, 
which consists of pressing a combination 
of keys to produce a code that no single 
key can create. This raises the maximum 
number of characters to the limit of the 
medium on which the information is en-
coded. On punched cards, for example, 
this number is 21 2, or 4,096 unique 
codes, each of which can represent a 
character or diacritical mark. The major 
2 For a thorough analys is of the characters required 
for rom anized bibliographic data see Lucia J, Rather, 
" Special Characters and Diacritical Marks Used in 
Roman Alphab ets," Library Resources & T echnical 
Services, XII (Summer 1968), 285-95. 
difficulty with multi-punching is that no 
useful printed record can be made of 
the punched character at the time of 
keying; for example, the characters 4 
and Q might be punched together to 
represent an umlaut, but the characters 
printed by the conversion device would 
be merely an unreadable jumble indis-
tinguishable from almost any other com-
bination of characters. Furthermore, 
multi-punching is generally extremely 
slow and, because of the lack of visual 
verification, of unreliable accuracy. 
These drawbacks apply similarly to a 
third possibility-the designation of cer-
tain keys as escape codes. In this case 
one character is interpreted as being a 
signal that the code which follows rep-
resents a character that does not appear 
on the keyboard. An obvious example 
would be to precede each capital letter 
with an asterisk to give the capability of 
encoding both upper and lower cases, 
which the standard keypunch keyboard 
cannot otherwise accommodate. Thus the 
sacrifice of a single character produces 
the ability to represent an additional 
sixty-three characters for a total of 126 
and the use of two escape codes permits 
the encoding of 186 characters. 
Although the use of escape codes is a 
legitimate and commonly used solution 
to the character set limitation, it can be 
used even more efficiently in conjunc-
tion with a typewriter keyboard. Since 
the standard typewriter keyboard in-
cludes forty-four character keys and two 
case shifts, it can encode eighty-eight 
unique characters before requiring an 
escape. Moreover, most conversion de-
vices with typewriter keyboards also 
have at least one key that is normally 
used to create a code not associated 
with any character. Although these keys 
are designed to control some aspect of 
the encoding machine itself, there is usu-
ally no reason that they cannot be in-
terpreted as escape codes by the pro-
grams that handle the data after it is 
input to the computer. Thus, with forty-
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four character keys, two cases, and just 
one escape code, a typewriter keyboard 
can be used to code 176 unique charac-
ters. The additional major advantage of 
a typewriter keyboard derives from the 
ease and speed with which experienced 
typists can be trained to be keyboard 
operators. When the keying procedures 
are designed to imitate typing as closely 
as possible, the training period can be 
reduced to a few hours; in places where 
employee turnover is high or there is in-
sufficient work for a full-time operator, 
this may represent an important consid-
eration. 
The two standard types of keyboards 
-the keypunch and the typewriter-ac-
count for the vast majority of keyboard-
controlled conversion devices. Other 
kinds of keyboards, including the ten-
key decimal keyboard that can handle 
only numbers, the twenty-four-key sten-
otype keyboard that can record over six-
teen million unique codes through multi-
punching, and large keyboards devised 
for special applications, are certainly 
available. But most libraries will doubt-
less find that a standard keyboard, or 
some variant (such as a keypunch key-
board with upper and lower case capa-
bility ) will prove suitable when used in 
combination with one of the several 
kinds of encoding mechanisms. 
Since input devices are modular by 
nature-the keyboard and the encoding 
device controlled by the keyboard 1nay 
be considered separately even though 
they are usually sold as a single piece of 
equipment-it is possible to combine any 
kind of keyboard with any kind of en-
coding device. Encoders fall into two 
categories: those which record codes in 
a medium suitable for temporary storage 
and subsequent input into a computer, 
and those which send coded impulses 
directly to a computer. It is assumed 
here that computer input is the primary 
reason for digital conversion and that 
storage of the encoded medium after in-
put is both unnecessary and undesirable. 
Of the various currently available key-
board-controlled conversion devices, the 
most familiar and still most popular is 
the punched card, which has been all 
but synonymous with mechanized infor-
mation handling since Herman Hollerith 
patented his eighty-column card in 1889. 
The major strengths of the card punch 
result directly from its popularity; new 
and used machines are readily and in-
expensively available, repair service is 
usually fast (and required infrequently) , 
and card readers form an integral part 
of the vast majority of computer systems. 
For the librarian, card punching is usual-
ly the most convenient means of convert-
ing data, especially where it is possible 
to take advantage of existing equipment, 
personnel, and procedures. Even when 
this is not the case, supp~ementing the 
existing resources or locating a service 
bureau to punch cards at a flat rate is 
rarely complicated. 
However, the limitations of the 
punched card for bibliographic informa-
tion, though few, seriously challenge its 
impressive advantages. Not only are 
cards inconvenient to handle and store 
in large numbers, but their fixed length 
of eighty characters bears no relation to 
the variable length format of biblio-
graphic data. The result is an awkward 
group or decklet of cards representing a 
single bibliographic record. Part of every 
card must be reserved for a control num-
ber indicating the relationship of that 
card to the other cards in the decklet, to 
permit sorting into correct sequence 
should a group of cards be dropped or 
otherwise scrambled. In order to insert 
the necessary control codes, the key-
board operator is required constantly to 
interrupt the flow of data, a process 
which slows down the keying and pro-
motes inaccuracy. Moreover, even a sin-
gle typographical error necessitates the 
correction of the entire eighty-column 
card on which it appears. Since the 
punched card is in such common use for 
a variety of kinds of information, it must 
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be obvious that these inefficiencies are 
easily ignored or accommodated, but the 
fact remains that the fixed length format 
of the card is basically unsuited to the 
variable length nature of bibliographic 
information. 
Because it permits the uninterrupted 
recording of long strings of information 
without the insertion of special sequence 
codes, paper tape is theoretically better 
suited but frequently less satisfactory. 
The dissatisfaction generally stems from 
the method for correcting typographical 
errors made and then discovered by the 
keyboard operator. Any paper tape typ-
ist who has spent an agonized hour (or 
more) handling yards of punched paper 
tape searching for a single elusive char-
acter, and has then attempted to correct 
it, has no doubt cast envious glances 
toward the card puncher, who needs 
only to find, remove, and repunch a 
single card. The fact that cards usually 
contain printed as well as punched 
characters, while paper tape as a rule 
contains no guide for human eyes of 
what the punched code represents, fur-
ther complicates the handling of paper 
tape by people. But if the user of paper 
tape sometimes feels like some machine-
age Laocoon, it is most likely because 
the potential of the computer for manip-
ulating data has not been exploited. 
There is no reason why error correction 
cannot be accomplished by computer 
program after the information has been 
input rather than by the encoding de-
vice. When this is done, procedures can 
be written to ensure that paper tape 
need never be handled or searched 
manually, and from a human point of 
view the resulting system is generally 
far more efficient and effective than a 
punched card input system.3 In such 
cases an entire day's keyboarding can 
be stored on a single roll of punched 
paper tape, a comparatively inexpensive 
3 To be fair it must be said that a computer program 
can similarly handle correction codes punched on 
cards, but this method of error correction is rarely, if 
ever, used. 
and convenient form for temporarily 
storing data prior to computer input. 
Now that a variety of paper tape read-
ers, for use both on-line and off, are 
available and widely used, the punch-
ing of paper tape is becoming more 
widespread among libraries involved in 
converting bibliographical data. 
Yet even as the use of paper tape 
grows, its logical replacement follows 
hard on its heels. For almost every kind 
of device that records information on 
punched cards or paper tape there is a 
similar machine, often made by the same 
manufacturer, that encodes magnetical-
ly on recording tape. Some of these 
tapes can be placed directly onto a com-
puter tape drive-others must first be 
read through a reader in the manner of 
punched cards and paper tape; but in 
any case, magnetic tape encoders pos-
sess certain characteristics that make 
them desirable data conversion devices. 
Since their only moving parts are the 
keys and the tape transport medium, 
they are quieter and more reliable than 
machines that must employ mechanical 
punches. Being able to record on mag-
netic tape, they can also erase and re-
record, thus permitting the operator to 
reverse the tape ( commonly by use of 
the backspace key) to reach a typo-
graphical error and retype the erroneous 
section. This moves error correction from 
the computer, where errors are most con-
veniently deleted in paper tape input 
systems, to the conversion device, there-
by simplifying computer programming 
and reducing computer processing time. 
Furthermore, since the magnetic tapes 
encoded by these machines can carry 
more information (anywhere from twen-
ty to 800 characters per inch ) then pa-
per tape or punched cards (which hold 
ten and nine characters per inch respec-
tively) and are reusable, they are ulti-
mately more convenient and, in terms 
of raw materials used, less expensive 
than devices which punch holes in pa-
per or cards. In several currently avail-
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able magnetic tape encoders, for ex-
ample, the information found on over 
30,000 printed catalog cards can be re-
corded on a standard 2,400-foot reel of 
computer tape, which is then ready for 
immediate computer processing without 
requiring the use of an auxiliary con-
verter. 
In order to find a more convenient 
medium than magnetic tape for record-
ing information, one must look at what 
is, in any case, surely the most logical 
kind of input device-one which enables 
the data to be transmitted directly to a 
computer-controlled storage module: the 
on-line terminal. This machine is con-
nected directly to a computer either by 
cable or common carrier (such as a com-
mercial telephone line), enabling the in-
formation to travel from the keyboard 
to the computer without intermediate 
storage in any tangible medium. Many 
(though not all) of these devices permit 
an auxiliary display of the information at 
the time of input, usually by printing on 
a typewriter (which most on-line termi-
nals resemble) or on a cathode-ray tube. 
With the recent introduction of cathode-
ray tubes capable of displaying ninety-
six different characters and the ability 
to edit the displayed information with 
an electronic "light pen," the use of cath-
ode-ray tube keyboard terminals will no 
doubt increase in the future as the com-
puter costs associated with on-line equip-
ment drop. 
A development which has contributed 
to the popularity of on-line input has 
been the marketing of small, special-pur-
pose computers used exclusively for re-
ceiving data from tern1inals and for tem-
porary storage. Such systems, which of-
fer few of the manipulative or computa-
tional capabilities normally associated 
with digital computers, usually consist 
solely of keyboard terminals, magnetic 
disks, and a small control unit. As the 
disks are filled their information is trans-
ferred to a larger computer or to another 
medium more suitable for long-term 
storage. This independent system thus 
leaves the larger general-purpose com-
puter free for computation and provides 
a device dedicated purely to the task of 
converting large amounts of information 
to digital form. 
Another method of input that is like-
ly to gain favor as the sophistication of 
the machines grows is known generally 
as OCR, for "optical character recogni-
tion." There iue several kinds of ma-
chines that can optically recognize or 
"scan" characters, and at present their 
limitations are large. Until recently, char-
acter recognition was limited to mark 
sensing ( as used on answer sheets for 
standard examinations), magnetic ink 
( seen most often on bank checks ) , and 
the optical recognition of the ten arabic 
numerals-hence the post office ZIP 
codes. The recognition of alphabetic 
characters has been and often still is 
limited to certain type fonts designed 
specifically for OCR machines, and type-
writer manufacturers have been quick 
to offer one or more of these fonts on 
their equipment in the expectation that 
the use of machines to read typed docu-
ments would rapidly rise. 
These expectations have not been in 
vain, .and the growing use of OCR has 
resulted in the development of machines 
that can recognize a variety of type-
writer fonts and even hand printing. 
Though the day when machines can 
read handwriting, even library hand-
writing, has not .arrived, it is now pos-
sible to find equipment capable of auto-
matically converting the information on 
a typewritten form to machine-readable 
codes. This permits a single system to 
be used both for the conversion of exist-
ing files of typewritten cards and for in-
putting current information that is first 
typed onto a form, then scanned and . 
converted. And without a doubt before 
many more years pass the machine that 
can read printed LC cards will be de-
veloped. Meanwhile, OCR systems con-
tinue to find new users as they develop 
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flexibility and sophistication. Although 
they are still extremely expensive to pur-
chase, in many .areas they are available 
for lease at hourly rates that make them 
competitive with other means of input. 
Once a number of suitable conversion 
devices have been identified, considera-
tion must be given to costs, which have 
not been listed in this survey both be-
cause prices vary among manufacturers 
and among users, and because price, 
though important, should never become 
the prime criterion. The general rule, as 
one might suspect, is that the more re-
cent and sophisticated devices cost more 
than the older, simpler ones. But there 
are significant exceptions. Certain mag-
netic encoders are less expensive than 
comparable paper tape punches, and 
when actual production is measured and 
analyzed, the cheapest machines some-
times prove unexpectedly expensive. On 
the other hand, a recent report4 finds 
that on-line costs run almost twice those 
of paper tape, suggesting that while on-
line terminals have their uses, input is 
one of them only for those who can af-
ford the added expense. Cmnputer costs 
are constantly falling, however, and we 
soon may be approaching the day when 
on-line input to a computer will prove 
as economically advantageous as it is 
desirable. 
The initial cost (that is, the purchase 
or rental price) of a keyboard device is · 
only part of the total expense. With all 
methods of conversion other than encod-
ing on computer-compatible magnetic 
tape and on-line transmission, a device 
is needed to read information from the 
encoded medium (cards, tapes, etc.) in-
to the computer. That these machines 
impose their own technical and financial 
problems hardly requires stating, though 
equipment salesmen have been known 
to neglect to mention the subject. Fur-
4 Alan R. Benenfeld, Generation and Encoding of 
the Project Intrex Augmented Catalog Data Base 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Electronic Systems Laboratory, 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, 1968). 
thermore, additional costs are often im-
posed by the need to keep one or more 
machines available as backup, so that 
production can continue when one ma-
chine requires service. 
A third criterion for the evaluation of 
a conversion device, beyond suitability 
to the task and cost, is reliability. This 
aspect is the most difficult to judge ac-
curately, for there are no indicators of 
reliability other than the manufacturer's 
claims, the salesmen's opinion (these two 
may not coincide), and the experience 
of others. While the last of these may ap-
pear the most trustworthy, one needs to 
be sure that the information comes from 
the best-informed source (a keyboard 
operator may point out problems her 
supervisor is unaware of) and that the 
past experience bears some relation to 
the proposed use. Many punching de-
vices that are satisfactory when used in-
termittently several times a day fail com-
pletely when subjected to forty hours of 
use every week. Moreover, a given 
model of machine will often differ as 
much from other models made by the 
same company as it will from the prod-
ucts of other companies. 
But these warnings of pitfalls and po-
tential hazards should not be a cause of 
pessimism-only of cautious skepticism. 
Librarians have never before had such a 
variety of suitable equipment from which 
to choose, and the choice grows every 
year. Cheaper, more sophisticated, and 
more reliable equipment is constantly 
being developed. Entirely new tech-
niques of input-as different from today's 
methods as optical character recognition 
is from punching holes in cardboard~ 
are without doubt being designed .and 
developed as this is written. But even 
when input systems that can accept in-
formation as handwriting and as spoken 
words become as widespread as punched 
cards are today, librarians who cautious-
ly investigate the various machines avail-
able before choosing one will find the 
expenditure of time amply rewarded. • • 
JASPER G. SCHAD and RUTH L. ADAMS 
Book Selection in Acade~nic Libraries: 
A New Approach 
Traditional modes of book selection by instructional faculty working 
on a part-time basis with limited coordination often result in the 
growth of imbalanced collections. In an attempt to solve this problem, 
libraries have begun to utilize bibliographers, who are often assigned 
responsibility for subjects they cannot adequately cover. By employ-
ing systematic methods similar to those developed by bibliographers 
for surveying and building collections, members of the instructional 
faculty, by virtue of the added factor of their specialized knowledge, 
can often be effectively utilized in building collections. 
INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY and librarians 
have often coexisted uneasily over the 
years in regard to the building of library 
resources in institutions of higher learn-
ing. In spite of this nervous alliance, 
many first-rate college and university li-
braries have been developed in the 
United States. As academic libraries 
grow larger and increasingly complex 
and as the bibliographic materials of 
each discipline proliferate, however, it 
appears increasingly that a new ap-
proach to the perennial question of fac-
ulty-library cooperation in the matter of 
book selection is needed. 
Although there has been recent prog-
ress in this area, there are still many in-
stances of faculty selectors working part-
time and in a haphazard manner as the 
primary agents in the development of 
library collections, 1 a practice involving 
a number of disadvantages, which can 
often result in unbalanced growth. 
1 J. Perriam D anton, "The Subject Specialist in Na-
tional and University Libraries with Special Reference 
to Book Selection," Libri, XVII ( 1967), 46. 
Mr. Schad is Head Acquisitions Librari-
an and Mrs. Adams was formerly H umani-
ties Bibliographer in San Fernando Valley 
State College. 
One of these disadvantages is that fac-
ulty members, being specialists, some-
times feel that they alone are compe-
tent to choose titles in their fields and 
are reluctant to relinquish this responsi-
bility to librarians whom they regard as 
less qualified. With such an outlook, they 
often tend to select the following types 
of books: ( 1 ) those used in preparing 
their courses; ( 2) those to be assigned to 
their students; ( 3) those with which 
they were familiar as graduate students; 
and ( 4) those which they are using for 
current research. An instructor's own 
classroom and research needs in a pre-
cisely defined area blurs his vision of the 
broader picture; it is difficult for such a 
specialist to see clearly the ramifications 
of his choices and to perceive the needs 
of the institution as a whole within the 
framework of budgetary limitations. In 
addition, specialization is becoming nar-
rower as the information explosion forces 
the individual to concentrate on smaller 
and smaller segments of the available 
body of knowledge. 
Another difficulty is that, even with 
good intentions, a particularly energetic 
faculty men1ber who submits many book 
order requests can fail to see that his 
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activity causes the library to grow un-
evenly, unless all of his fellow book-se-
lectors are equally conscientious. Too of-
ten budgetary allocations are based on 
the volume of requests rather than on 
the real needs of students and faculty. 
There is also the danger of faculty 
members selecting books in an irrespon-
sible manner. In some cases, book se-
lection has been used as a method of 
empire building or of wielding power 
over colleagues; in others, a person with-
out any particular feeling for books or 
interest in the library has a library as-
signment imposed upon him. Wishing to 
find an easy way to discharge his respon-
sibilities, he indiscriminately checks sec-
ond-hand dealers' catalogs in order to 
spend departmental funds, while at the 
same time being jealous of these funds, 
fearing the loss of any money would 
elicit criticism from his colleagues. 
In addition to the unbalanced devel-
opment of the collection which can be 
the result of these disadvantages, there 
are two further reasons why book se-
lection by part-time faculty may not be 
the most effective method of building 
library resources. In the first place, with 
the rapid growth of libraries, collections 
have become more complex and the 
problems of identifying and acquiring li-
brary materials more difficult. The de-
velopment of a library collection there-
fore requires both greater bibliographic 
sophistication and more time than could 
reasonably be expected from a person 
whose primary responsibility is teaching 
and research. 2 
Second, there has been a change in 
the function of the academic library over 
the past years. Its traditionally passive, 
supporting role is being abandoned for 
a more active part in the educational 
2 One by-product of rapid expansion can be that 
immediate and specific faculty needs are automatically 
taken care of (particularly when there is an attempt at 
comprehensive coverage of current books), thus caus-
ing the instructors' involvement with book selection 
to become even less useful in the traditional ways. 
They often become disinterested in the process when 
this happens. 
programs of the campus; it is now less 
a reserve book room and more a center 
for independent learning. There is a 
growing .awareness that the needs of in-
dividual students cannot always be met 
adequately in the classroom by the lec-
ture-textbook method of instruction. 
More and more, students insist that 
learning be relevant to their individual 
interests. As a result, experimental col-
leges, honors and tutorial programs, and 
comprehensive examinations are increas-
ingly replacing formal classwork.3 The 
library thus becomes responsible for pro-
viding materials for individual study 
and research which may not parallel the 
interests of the classroom instructors. Im-
plicit in this responsibility is the need 
for a broad cultural base in building the 
collection, a base which can only with 
luck be provided by a group of faculty 
specialists functioning separately and 
with limited coordination. 
The crux of the problem seems to be 
this : as the traditional modes of faculty 
book selection become decreasingly via-
ble, what alternatives are there? And is 
there an approach that would be ap-
plicable to most instih1tions of higher 
learning? 
It seems to be generally agreed that 
the best job of collection building can 
be done by subject specialists with li-
brary training. Since it is seldom possi-
ble, however, to have an adequate num-
ber of such specialists on .a library staff, 
particularly in the smaller colleges and 
universities, some libraries utilize bibli-
ographers, each of whom is responsible 
for the development of a number of 
areas of the collection. And even though 
the systematic development of a bal-
anced book collection by bibliographers, 
who .are concerned with the needs of the 
entire academic community, will have 
3 It appears that progress in this direction will 
continue, and it is not impossible to conceive of a 
functioning library-college where instruction is centered 
on bibliographic counseling by librarians and former 
classroom instructors. See Louis Shores, "The True 
University," The Library College (Philadelphia: Drexel 
Press , 1966), p. 39. 
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better results than haphazard buying 
done by part-time specialist selectors, 
the problems facing a generalist bibli-
ographer are enormous. 
For one thing, he is usually responsi-
ble for a greater number of subject areas 
than can be covered adequately by one 
person, and anything beyond superficial 
evaluation of material is often extremely 
difficult for him. This problem is exac-
erbated by the large number of publica-
tions which must be surveyed .and se-
lected in terms of the goals of the in-
stitution. 
Furthermore, a generalist bibliogra-
pher will lack specialized training in cer~ 
tain areas of his assignment. For exam-
ple, a person responsible for the human-
ities might be adequately trained to 
handle English, American, and Western 
European literature, but be unqualified 
in Russian. 
Another problem is poor bibliographic 
control. For some types of material the 
current output may not be adequately 
covered; for others, there may be no 
comprehensive .availability or in-print 
lists. As far as older publications are con-
cerned, selective bibliographies do not 
exist in all fields; and certainly any bib-
liography must be carefully reviewed so 
that the items chosen .are appropriate to 
the needs of a particular institution. 4 
Where the bibliographer lacks special-
ized training, meaningful selectivity is 
difficult and often arbitrary. Faced with 
these problen1s-assignments which are 
too broad, poor bibliographic control, 
and lack of specialized training in all 
areas for which he is responsible-the 
librarian should consider turning to the 
instructional faculty for help. This state-
ment may seem contradictory in light of 
4 This is recognized by Voigt and Treyz: "The 
danger in publishing a selection list of this nature is 
that it may be used as a final authority rather than as 
a guide. This list does not claim to be a list of the 
best books or a basic list for any college library, for 
selection of books for a college library must be made 
in terms of the needs of that particular institution." 
Books for College Libraries (Chicago: American Li-
brary Association, 1967 ), p. v. 
the disadvantages outlined above which 
were the result of traditional approaches 
to faculty book selection. The emphasis 
must now be on new methods whereby 
teaching faculty and librarians can func-
tion together more effectively. It is a 
question of utilizing the knowledge and 
training of the instructional faculty with-
out repeating the errors of the past. 
Before attempting to describe a spe-
cific program, it is first necessary to de-
termine what knowledge and skills the 
teaching faculty have on the one hand, 
and librarians have on the other, to con-
tribute to the growth of .a well-balanced 
and useful book collection. 
The faculty member, by virtue of his 
specialized knowledge, should be able to 
define the nature of the literature used 
in his research and teaching, that is, 
what types of book and non-book ma-
terials he needs. He should be able to 
make decisions .as to the relative impor-
tance of various historical periods and/ 
or specific categories within his subject 
areas; he may also know the bibliograph-
ic peculiarities of the field, such as hard-
to-identify publications and the output 
of learned societies. And finally, in areas 
lacking good, selective bibliography, he 
can judge the value of individual titles. 
The bibliographer should understand the 
overall needs of the library, possess gen-
eral knowledge of the literature of each 
of the fields for which he is responsible, 
be able to determine which bibliogra-
phies would be suitable for developing 
the collection, be familiar with the spe-
cial problems of the book trade, see an-
nouncements concerning the availability 
of collections and special materials, and 
have a comprehensive awareness of cur-
rent publications. Furthermore, by at-
tending meetings, reading professional 
journals, and keeping abreast of the book 
trade, he should be aware of develop-
ments in the field of librarianship which 
can be both relevant to a particular sub-
ject area and important to the library as 
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a whole.5 This knowledge should enable 
the librarian to translate the informa-
tion provided by the faculty specialist 
into a workable program of library de-
velopment, which would take into con-
sideration the needs of the entire aca-
demic community. 
Moving on to the specifics of such a 
program, the first step would be to de-
termine the areas most in need of de-
velopment. There are two factors which 
can cause this need: ( 1 ) expansion and 
( 2 ) weaknesses in the existing collec-
tion. 
Expansion may be numerical (i.e., 
more students), qualitative (i.e., more 
advanced degrees), or the result of new 
types of academic programs, such as in-
terdisciplinary or area studies. 
Parts of the collection which are not 
adequately supporting academic pro-
grams and are in need of development 
should, ideally, be identified by a series 
of surveys covering the library's entire 
holdings. Since, however, such an am-
bitious undertaking is seldom possible, 
the bibliographer must often rely on his 
own intuitive and informal appraisal of 
the collection. This might be based on a 
number of factors. 
1. Faculty and student reaction. Reac-
tions to the library's holdings in a 
given area, if properly evaluated, can 
be useful as a first indication of weak-
ness or strength; however, it must be 
remembered that they are highly sub-
jective. Library users can have un-
realistic expectations of a collection 
in relation to its size, or they can be 
satisfied with one that is inadequate, 
because they are not aware of the ex-
istence of material which the library 
lacks. 
2. Quantitative analysis. This type of 
evaluation can be made by a simple 
count of specific areas of the shelf-
5 For example, he would be aware of reprint pro-
grams, projects such as LC's Presidential Papers, printed 
book catalogs, or Books for College L ibraries . 
list and can be used, through con1-
parisons with institutions having sim-
ilar educational programs, to suggest 
imbalances in the collection. 
3. Preliminary bibliographic surveys. 
These could be based on basic lists 
if such exist in a field, or on rando~ 
samples from more detailed lists. 
Either type of survey can be useful 
as an indicator of imbalance. 
Once there is evidence of need the 
bibliographer and other members of the 
library staff should meet with the in-
structional faculty concerned with that 
particular area of the collection6 for the 
following purposes: ( 1 ) to describe the 
nature of the relevant literature in terms 
of stress on current or retrospective pub-
lications, monographs, serials, sets, peri-
odicals, and non-book materials; ( 2) to 
outline existing or projected instructional 
programs; ( 3) to determine, on the ba-
sis of ( 1) and ( 2) above, what is need-
ed. 
This should define the general direc-
tion of the project. The bibliographer 
should then draw up a more detailed 
description of it, as well as propose a 
method for its implementation. He 
should begin by reviewing what has 
been written about the literature of the 
field and continue by analyzing the exist-
ing bibliographies to see whether they 
are appropriate to the needs of the li-
brary. 
At this point the bibliographer should 
determine whether he can proceed with 
the project or if it is necessary to draw 
upon the knowledge of a faculty special-
ist. Frequently, even with limited knowl-
edge of a subject, an enumeration of 
important authors or sub-fields provides 
6 They may come from several departments. For 
~xample, if a project were being done in philosophy, 
mstructors of art and music might be concerned with 
books on aesthetics, mathematicians with symbolic 
logic, historians and classicists with Greek and Roman 
writings, etc. It should b e kept in mind that the library 
should not b e building a collection for a particular 
department ; it should; instead, be developing the lit-· 
erature of a subject area, which could have relevance 
to many d epartments. 
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hin1 with a sufficient basis for going 
ahead with the task. If, however, he has 
no ·knowledge of the subject, if he lacks 
competence in a necessary language, if 
the existing bibliographies are not ade-
quate, or if the literature used by peo-
ple in the field is dispersed throughout 
many areas of the collection, and he 
finds himself unable to proceed, it will 
be necessary for him to draw upon the 
knowledge of a specialist. 
It is important to select from among 
the members of the instructional faculty 
a person who is interested in the library 
and enthusiastic about such a project. In-
dividuals who are working on or who 
have recently completed their doctorates 
are most desirable, since they are likely 
to be more conversant with the current 
literature in their fields, to be aware of 
recent trends, .and to have a broader out-
look on their field than are those with 
many years of teaching and research 
which incline them to specialization. 
If a suitable person can be found, it 
is essential that the individual have time 
to devote specifically to the project. This 
can be provided in three ways: ( 1) he 
may be given released time by his de-
partment; ( 2) he may have a shared 
appointment with the library in which 
the library pays part of his salary; or 
( 3) he may carry out the project as a 
member of the library staff during the 
summer months. The faculty member 
should be assigned to work under the 
general direction of someone on the li-
brary staff, normally a bibliographer, 
who would already have some knowl-
edge of the problems of the specific 
field. It should not be assumed that the 
instructor is already familiar with all fac-
ets of the library and with the basic bib-
liographic tools, so he should be intro-
duced (or re-introduced) to them. He 
should also meet all members of the li-
brary staff, both professional and cleri-
cal, with whom he will be working. 
Once the general approach has been 
agreed upon, the instructor and the li-
brarian can begin to compile the various 
sources from which selection of suitable 
items is to be made. These sources 
would include published bibliographies, 
library catalogs in book form, bibliogra-
phies used in courses, footnotes and cita-
tions in various monographs and period-
ical articles, journal reviews, and pub-
lishers' catalogs. After suitable materials 
have been selected by the instructor 
from these sources, clerical assistants can 
check them against the library's holdings 
and prepare order cards. The cards 
should then be reviewed by the instruc-
tor and the librarian to ensure that they 
follow the guidelines developed for the 
project and are appropriate to the li-
brary. 
When the final selection of order cards 
has been made, the cards should be sub-
mitted together with a report of the 
project written by the librarian. This re-
port should explain the scope, method, 
and results of the investigation in an or-
ganized manner. It may also serve to 
justify the allocation of additional library 
funds. More specifically, it should con-
tain the following: 
1. a description of an ideal collection as 
agreed upon by the library and the 
department; 
2. information about the existing hold-
ings gathered from the study; 
3. a statement regarding any gaps which 
will not be covered by the project; 
4 . .a detailed analysis of the types of ma-
terial to be included in the project; 
5. an annotated list of sources used to 
identify material to be purchased; 
6. estimated cost of implementing the 
survey; 
7. recommendations for a buying pro-
gram in terms of time and procedure. 
Although this approach does not differ 
markedly from one normally taken by a 
generalist bibliographer, it offers a con-
trast to the traditional pattern of book 
selection as practiced on a part-time ba-
sis by individual members of the teach-
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ing faculty. Instead of sending requests 
for specific books to the library, with 
limited concern for the whole collection 
or even a broad part of it, the teaching 
faculty can become actively involved in 
an organized program of collection 
building, utilizing standard techniques 
for evaluation which have been devel-
oped by librarians. The instructor, and 
through him his department, acquires 
familiarity with the library's holdings 
and can more clearly understand the 
need for their systematic development. 
Thus the "uneasy coexistence" mentioned 
earlier in this paper can be transformed 
into a partnership utilizing the skills and 
strengths of both the teaching and li-
brary professions. • • 
BETTY JO IRVINE 
Slide Collections in Art Libraries 
Most slide collections in academic institutions began as small teaching 
collections on individual professors' desks and required little if any 
professional expertise to administer. As they have grown, they have 
become increasingly complex, but as yet there has been developed 
no substantial body of professional literature concerning them. The 
paper describes a profect, currently underway, to help remedy that 
lack. 
TRADITIONALLY, slide collections in 
most United States colleges and univer-
sities have been initiated by art history 
faculty to illustrate lectures. These col-
lections were often small, consisting of 
several boxes of slides relating only to 
a few specialized subject areas. Because 
of the size of the collections and the 
limited demands of the faculty, it was 
generally assumed that these incipient 
slide "libraries" required minimal super-
vision and attention to basic library 
principles such as cataloging and classi-
fication. Generally, part-time students in 
the department were employed to per-
form clerical tasks and finally when the 
collection expanded to burdensome pro-
portions, a full-time person, usually with 
art history background but almost never 
with library training, was hired. Need-
less to say, there were exceptions to this, 
and in some instances the slide facilities 
.along with a photograph or picture col-
lection were placed under the care of 
the art librarian. This administrative ar-
rangement was unfortunately less fre-
quently utilized. Although many of the 
part-time and clerical employees un-
doubtedly were conscientious, they could 
be expected to have .at best only vague 
and instinctive notions of facets of li-
Mrs. Irvine is Assistant Fine Arts Li-
brarian and Supervisor of the Photograph 
and Slide Collection, Fine Arts Library, In-
diana University. 
brary expertise such as classification, 
cataloging, and circulation which would 
ultimately be necessary when a collec-
tion became large .and began to be used 
by more than a few art historians. 
Non-book materials have until recent-
ly suffered from professional neglect. 
More often than not, such collections as 
slides, photographs, architectural draw-
ings, .and maps were begun in a non-li-
brary situation by people who had be-
gun gathering materials in a haphazard 
manner. Almost without exception, such 
individuals would have no basic library 
orientation, .and it simply did not occur 
to them to apply techniques which might 
solve major problems of retrieval which 
would develop with the expansion of the 
collection. In the case of slide collec-
tions, some actually reached the 100,000 
mark before the users recognized and 
considered the problems engendered by 
the lack of standardized organizational 
and management principles such as those 
used with book materials. At this point, 
however, even an exhaustive literature 
search of both library .and art historical 
journals would shed little light on the 
multifarious and often exotic problems 
facing the inquirer. The more ambitious 
slide supervisor would then often turn 
to the only other source of information 
by corresponding with the supervisor of 
one or more of the few major collections 
in the country who would be able to fur-
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nish guidelines and assistance on specific 
· problems. Individuals such as Miss Helen 
Chillman of Yale University, Miss Elea-
nor Collins of the University of Michigan, 
Mrs. Margaret P. Nolan of the Metropol-
itan M useun1 of Art Slide Library, and 
iVIiss Phyllis Reinhardt (the author of 
one of the few enlightening articles on 
the subject) of Smith College will per-
haps testify to the fact that hardly a 
week goes by without an inquiry regard-
ing slide collection problems. The gen-
erosity and patience of these individuals 
was and is beyond the call of duty; it is 
clear, however, that consultation by cor-
respondence is not the answer to bring-
ing about the solution for the overwhelm-
ing problems facing many of the mush-
rooming slide collections in the country. 
Because of this lack of published in-
formation, a comprehensive study and 
survey of the history of the problem, 
the present status of slide collections, 
practical matters (such as equipment 
and photographic processing) , and more 
formal library considerations (such as 
use of classification, source files, and 
authority files) was begun in 1968. The 
ultimate objective is to produce a com-
parative study so that slide librarians 
and curators might have a choice of 
various systems and procedures current-
ly in practice, that they might have some 
background knowledge, and finally, that 
they might have a sense of community 
with others facing problems similar to 
theirs. The proposal of an "ideal" system 
is not the aim of the study, since most 
users of such a study will be working 
from already existing collections which 
have probably grown to such proportions 
that a complete revision would not be 
feasible. 
The first step in the study was to con-
duct a thorough literature search of Art 
Index, Bibliography of Library Econo-
my, Education Index, Library Litera-
ture, and the general periodical indexes. 
This search confirmed the need for a 
study of both practical and theoretical 
aspects of slide collecting. The .available 
literature contains no substantive re-
search and tends to be either too nar-
rowly involved with a single aspect of 
one slide collection or too general in 
scope. It became clear that a compara-
tive study might have some merit and 
that a manual of a practical nature as 
well as a brief history might be useful 
for someone attempting to deal with a 
large collection which had grown with 
little direction over .a period of years. 
In August 1968 an eight-page ques-
tionnaire was sent to over one hundred 
colleges, universities, and museums. Be-
fore the questionnaire could be mailed, 
however, one of the most serious prob-
lems facing this project had to be over-
come: the compilation of a mailing list. 
The American Art Directory, the Amer-
ican Library Directory, and the Direc-
tory of Special Libraries and Inforrna-
tions Centers were consulted to identify 
collections. Many institutions, however, 
were added to the list merely because of 
personal knowledge and not because 
they appeared in any of the sources. 
Lack of such basic information is indica-
tive of the need for definitive and con-
solidating research in this field. 
The content of the questionnaire is 
fairly broad; it is intended to serve as a 
basis for a study but not as the study it-
self. The major categories surveyed are 
the history of collections; the type of 
classification system presently used; gen-
eral operational procedures regarding 
the purchase and production of slides; 
the use of library techniques such as a 
shelflist, authority files, and library tools 
such as the Anglo-American Cataloging 
Rules; equipment; and a final section on 
the educational background of the staff. 
The broad scope was believed to be use-
ful in a variety of ways. The historical 
section is intended to bring son1e per-
spective of the present condition of col-
lections and the remaining six categories 
are designed to provide enough data 
about specific .aspects of collections 
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throughout the country so that a com-
parative manual may be written. It is 
hoped that if individuals working with 
these collections have a readily available 
source of information, they will be in a 
better position to examine and improve 
their collections on the basis of past ex-
perience rather than trial and error. 
Moreover, a directory of participating in-
stitutions will more than likely be in-
cluded at the end of the projected man-
ual so that supplementary correspond-
ence regarding problems discussed in 
the manual may ensue. This type of list 
will also provide slide librarians of all 
backgrounds with a list of institutions 
which have collections worthy of study 
and possible emulation. 
Lest an entirely dism.al picture is left 
of the present state of slide collections, 
perhaps it should be noted that there 
are some very promising trends in the 
field. One of the most positive of these 
was the inclusion of an entire session at 
the College Art Association's annual 
meeting (January 1969) devoted to 
slides and photographs. Dr. Marvin Ei-
senberg, .art history chairn1an at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and president of the 
College Art Association, asked the slide 
librarian in his department, Miss Elea-
nor Collins, to preside at this special ses-
sion. Not only does this session indicate 
that art historians are beginning to recog-
nize that a problem exists in an area 
upon which they are heavily dependent 
in their work, but also that slide librar-
ians and curators will be given an op-
portunity to meet and discuss with their 
colleagues some of their common prob-
lems. 
In addition, there is a trend in art de-
partments to consider .a basic training in 
the problems of slide collections as part 
of a graduate student's career. A non-
credit course is now offered by Miss Col-
lins at the University of Michigan to pre-
pare potential faculty members for what 
they will face in slide collections .and 
also, perhaps, to encourage some to con-
sider it as a possible career. In a re-
quired introduction to graduate study 
for art history students at Indiana U ni-
versity, lectures were given by the su-
pervisor of slides and photographs to in-
troduce students to the v.arious aspects 
of slide collecting-both personal and 
departmental. In all probability there are 
other similar courses. 
The organization and development of 
a Slide Librarians and Curators Associa-
tion in California is indicative of the 
trend toward more communication in 
this field on a more formal level between 
supervisors of these collections. This 
group has been collecting and circulating 
to its members information on v.arious 
aspects of slide libraries. 
Another trend in this area is an in-
crease in published literature. Examples 
of this, in addition to the projected com-
parative manual, are the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art's Slide Classification Sys-
tem, and the machine-manipulable slide 
classification system used and developed 
at the University of California at Santa 
Cruz, both to be published by 1969. The 
extremely complicated nature of many 
.art history slide classification systems 
makes such publications extremely valu,.. 
able contributions to the field. In addi-
tion, the Metropolitan Nluseum of Art 
has published a list of slide sources 
(commercial and museum) which is 
available there free. 
All of these recent trends tend to un-
derscore the fact that slide collections 
are finally coming of age in this era of 
materials explosion. In actuality, many 
of their problems are shared by all areas 
of library science, and it is comforting 
to know that a connection is being es-
tablished. Any questions regarding the 
projected manual would be gladly en-
tertained by the present writer. Also, if 
any reader of this article knows of a col-
lection which should have been includ-
ed in the survey but did not receive a 
questionnaire, such information would 
be greatly appreciated. • • 
~--~--------------------~---------------- ~ ---
BOOK REVIEWS 
Social Issues and Library Problems; Case 
Studies in the Social Sciences. By Ken-
neth F. Kister. New York: R. R. Bowker 
Co. , 1968. xxv, 190p. $7.95 (68-27447). 
The purpose of this book, Professor Kis-
ter informs us in his preface, is "to train li-
brarians for professional work with the lit-
erature of the social sciences" by means of 
the case study method. On the whole, it is 
a useful book and goes some distance to-
ward achieving this objective. The thirty 
cases pose signiRcant library problems in 
the social sciences as well as related fields 
~uch as history and education. The settings 
mcl~de academic, public, and special li-
branes of various sizes; but most of the 
problems are pertinent to social science li-
brarianship generally. The questions em-
phasize bibliographical matters, reflecting 
the author's very sensible view that "the 
first requirement for professional [sic] li-
brarians is an understanding of the formal 
bibliographic system which provides access 
to the literature and its contents." Kister 
goes on to argue that bibliographical ex-
pertness "becomes the basis for professional 
j'!dgments regarding the selection, acquisi-
tion, organization, and retrieval of the lit-
erature." This contention is well demon-
strate.d in the cases, which are complex 
and mvolve problems in collection devel-
opment, reference techniques, public rela-
tions, professional and ethical judgments, 
an.d that bete noire of librarianship, censor-
ship . The introduction provides a brief but 
useful appraisal of the nature and develop-
ment of the social sciences, their literature 
and its bibliography. ' 
Much of the book's strength derives from 
the case study method. By using cases to 
pose his problems, Kister is able to dem-
onstrate the complexity of library problems, 
the ~napplicability of simple answers, and 
the Importance of evaluation and judgment 
based on expert knowledge. The situation 
presented in "Science of Man," for exam-
ple, requires not simply the development 
of a basic reading list, but also the evalua-
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tion of bibliographical sources, judgments 
regarding reference practice, and a consid-
eration of the "scientific" nature of the so-
cial sciences. "The Balancing Act" calls for 
an appraisal of reviewing media, a discus-
sion of the merits and possibility of an ide-
ologically balanced collection, and a con-
sideration of the role of the public library. 
Such an approach is commendable and 
should help to produce librarians with the 
breadth and flexibility that today's infor-
mation problems require. The sample anal-
yses appended to the last case provide a 
welcome added dimension: a guide to the 
book's use for both the student and the in-
structor as well as a demonstration of the 
amount and variety of thought and effort 
that the case study method can provoke. 
Unfortunately, this method has serious 
pitfalls as well as advantages, and Kister is 
not able to overcome them all. Much of 
the material in this book is characterization 
or background which has no relevance to 
the problems posed. At best, it is unneces-
sary weight or poor amateur fiction; at 
worst, it conveys "information" which 
seems most inappropriate-stereotypes of 
old maid librarians, bumbling scholars, cal-
low young librarians, and ludicrous inter-
personal situations which present a vision 
of libraries and librarians that is trivial, em-
barrassing, and quite at odds with the seri-
ous and sophisticated approach that per-
vades the book's problems and introduc-
tion. Anyone assigning this book to library 
school students should recognize these 
shortcomings and their implications. How-
ever, if used as its author suggests, to com-
plement other materials and teaching 
methods, Social Issues and Library Prob-
lems should prove an asset to courses in 
social science bibliography.-EZdred Smith, 
University of California at Berkeley. 
The Management of Libraries and In-
formation Centers. By Mildred Hawks-
worth Lowell. Metuchen, N.J .: The 
Scarecrow Press, 1968. 3 vols; $17.50 
( 68-12642) . 
Perhaps the most refreshing thing about 
these volumes is that Dr. Lowell has ex-
panded the concept of management far 
beyond the building of budgets and plot-
ting of work Bows to include the impor-
tance of people in all of these efforts, and 
has therefore produced three excellent 
works which will be of great value to all 
students of librarianship. 
The set comprises three volumes, each 
with a different purpose and subtitle. Vol-
ume I, entitled "The Case Method in 
Teaching Library Management," begins 
with a short introduction discussing the 
concept-or concepts-of "management," its 
definition by various authorities in the past, 
and its relation to librarianship, and then 
proceeds to chapters discussing the case 
method as a teaching technique, its history 
and development, and the types and kinds 
of cases that can be isolated. The following 
chapters on using the case method in class 
and the techniques for gathering data and 
writing cases are very good. The final 
chapter contains five library "in-basket 
cases" which we are told will be "useful in 
evaluating a student's or a participant's po-
tential in coping with the administrative 
aspects of a managerial situation ... (etc.)." 
They are nice cases, but I am not quite 
sure why they are here except to make the 
book 168 pages long instead of 99. An ap-
pended bibliography of A-V aids for teach-
ing management completes the book. 
Since Volume I deals with the essentials 
of a rather dry subject, namely how to 
teach management, it tends to be dry. It is 
to Dr. Lowell's credit that she has made it 
thorough, scholarly, and yet not totally un-
readable. Little gems like: "An ingredient 
of maturing in a profession is the haunting 
trepidation about one's own adequacy to 
assume a more responsible leadership role" 
come over you with the suddenness of 
Tom Lehrer's "sliding down the razor 
blade of life," and suggestions like the de-
velopment of a body of library manage-
ment principles from the raw data of col-
lected cases point nicely toward areas for 
research. 
To me, however, Volumes II and III are 
the real prizes, perhaps because the enig-
mas of library administration have filled 
my waking (and some sleeping) moments 
for many years. In the course of this time I 
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have read many so-called "case studies" of 
administrative problems and have found a 
large proportion of them dull, implausible, 
or ridiculous, attempting perhaps to eluci-
date a principle by offering the situation in 
the extreme, but often making librarians 
seem to be fanatics or simple-headed nin-
nies-of which, of course, like any profes-
sion, we have some but not, I submit, the 
number implied by these cases. Dr. Lowell 
admonishes us not to "forget that most li-
brary employees are dedicated ·and effi-
cient," though of necessity they play prob-
lem roles in these cases. The admonition is 
well taken but, more than anywhere else I 
have read, the cases here "tell it like it is" 
and present the fairest picture I know of 
people, places, and situations in the library 
world. 
Both volumes (II and III) are really 
combinations of textbook and syllabus, 
containing lecture notes, lists of reading as-
signments, bibliographies, and texts of case 
histories. 
Volume II, subtitled "The Process of 
Managing," presents the history and de-
velopment of management and its applica-
tion to library situations in lecture outline 
form, and over 300 pages of cases studies 
on various well-chosen segments of library 
administration. 
In Volume II personnel problems are in-
geniously avoided, so that Volume III, sub-
titled "Personnel Management," may deal 
in a similar fashion with employees and 
their cares. Again the cases are grouped by 
type of problem, such as "Recruitment, 
Selection, and Employee Appraisal," "Dis-
cipline, Grievances, and Justice," and so 
forth. 
In the past I have questioned most seri-
ously the content of "adminisb·ation" 
courses simply because I do not believe the 
student has the background to appreciate 
the problems. Here Dr. Lowell has care-
fully developed the background with the 
problem, and has, one is tempted to say, 
reduced the essence of libraries (which are 
mostly people, not books) to clear and 
graphic forms. I would hope that many 
library school students will have the op-
portunity, through these cases, to learn 
more of what libraries are all about.-
Gustave A. Harrer, University of Florida. 
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Carnegie Libraries; Their History and 
Impact on American Public Library 
Development. By George S. Bobinski. 
Chicago: American Library Association, 
1969. 257p. $·8. ( 68-54216). 
In this adaptation of his doctoral disser-
tation Mr. Bobinski treats in factual detail 
the history of Carnegie public library phi-
lanthropy in the United States. His com-
prehensive study of the expenditure of 
more than $40,000,000 for the erection of 
1,679 public library buildings in 1,412 
communities, covering all aspects of the 
subject, including a survey of 225 com-
munities which had Carnegie grants avail-
able and did not use them, is both detailed 
and yet easy-to-read and charming. Per-
haps the only faults one might find with it 
are in the relatively short six-page "per-
sonal appraisal of Carnegie's philanthropy" 
and, in light of the emerging social con-
sciousness of librarians, in his dismissal of 
the lack of influence that Carnegie exerted 
on the provision of integrated library serv-
ice for Negroes in the South and of the 
question that was raised in some communi-
ties of the source of Carnegie's wealth. His 
comment is that, "It seems unnecessary 
now to consider the question of how Car-
negie made his money and whether it was 
morally right for communities to accept it 
as library philanthropy. Andrew Carnegie 
was no worse, and perhaps even better, 
than the other capitalists and indusb·ial 
leaders of his time in respect to wages and 
working conditions" (p. 186-7). More per-
sonal comments and evaluation on a num-
ber of the matters dealt with, especially on 
these two matters of social significance, 
would have added a great deal to the 
book. 
~.- There is little in this book of specific in-
terest to the academic or research librarian. 
Apart from a paragraph on a few joint use 
facilities, such as that provided for Cornell 
College and the community of Mount Ver-
non, Iowa, academic libraries are entirely 
outside the scope of this book; and as Car-
negie's aim was to improve popular access 
to books, his grants to large city libraries, 
such as the New York Public Library, to 
which he gave over $5,000,000 in 1899 to 
build sixty-six branch libraries, were gen-
erally to provide for branches and other 
facilities to be used by the general public 
rather than to provide for research facili-
ties. Carnegie's philanthropy did have an 
impact on academic libraries. Primarily in 
the period between 1902 and 1908 some 
$4,283,048 was given toward the construc-
tion of 108 academic libraries; and, while 
Bobinski stresses the fact that grants were 
not made to public libraries for collections, 
311 academic libraries, mainly in the 
1930s, did receive grants totaling $2,592,800 
for library development which, in general, 
meant the purchase of books. Hopefully, 
someone will devote the same care and 
effort to that aspect of Carnegie philan-
thropy as Mr. Bobinski has to the public 
library aspect, for that story is as important 
and worthy of study and could well result in 
as pleasant .and readable a book as this one. 
-Norman D. Stevens, University of Con-
necticut. 
Library Effectiveness, A Systems Ap-
proach .. By Philip M. Morse. Cambridge: 
M.I.T. Press, 1968. 207p. $10. ( 68-
25379). 
Professor Morse has attempted the most 
difficult task of bridging the gaps between 
the librarian, the systems analyst, and the 
operations researcher. The latter two in 
some areas are considered to be synony-
mous. His book, divided into two cate-
gories (namely, the theoretical models and 
the application of theory) , is well organ-
ized and provides an introduction to the 
theory before it is discussed and applied 
to the libraries at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. It would appear from 
the standpoint of reviewer, however, that 
to comprehend the material fully the read-
er should have at least one semester of 
probability theory. The librarian with little 
or no mathematical background will have 
considerable difficulty comprehending the 
models, although the b·ained systems an-
alyst and the operations researcher will 
comprehend them with little or no difficul-
ty. It would seem that the book is more 
readily suited to the systems analyst and 
the operations researcher who currently are 
workfng in library systems analysis. The 
book is of value to the librarian only to the 
extent that it exposes him to the kinds of 
analyses that are possible when one ap-
plies the techniques of operations research 
and systems analysis to a library system. 
Such applications are long overdue, and 
the potential results should improve the ef-
fectiveness of libraries severalfold. 
This book could be used as a beginning 
text in a course in library science in the 
area of library systems analysis. However, 
additional material would be needed to 
supplement it and to describe some of the 
other studies that have been done in li-
braries. A reviewer probably should make 
some critical comments even about a good 
book, and therefore my only comment 
would be that more material could have 
been included about other studies and 
models. For example, there are possible 
applications of non-linear programming to 
such inventory areas as journal and serial 
purchasing and selection. However, this is 
the kind of criticism that can be made of 
almost any book, namely, that it could 
have been more comprehensive. 
An overall evaluation finds the book to 
be an excellent contribution to the field of 
library science which will undoubtedly 
help to bring more science back into the 
field of library science.-Richard W. Trues-
well, University of Massachusetts. 
Oregon Imprints 1845-1870. By George N. 
Belknap. Eugene: University of Oregon 
Books, 1968. 305p. $10. 
Slowly, painstakingly, methodically, we 
are covering the nation. Someday the good 
work begun by Roorbach and Kelly, con-
tinued by the American Imprints Inven-
tory, and advanced by the intrepid Mc-
Murtrie, will be complete, and thereafter 
we will know with ninety-nine per cent 
certainty the work of the early printers and 
publishers who peopled this nation's mov-
ing frontiers. 
George N. Belknap's Oregon Imprints is 
the latest in a long series of volumes re-
cording the early publications of the re-
spective states, and it is a good one. Im-
printophiles will relish the compiler's ac-
count of his own seduction: 
About a year before Douglas McMurtrie's death 
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in September 1944, the manuscript of his Ore-
gon Imprints 1847-1870 was accepted for publi-
cation by the University of Oregon. As Univer-
sity Editor, I had expected that my part in the 
making of the book would be merely the routine 
checking of copy. But I did not know McMur-
trie. Questions on some minor details sent me 
to the University of Oregon Library. A report 
to Chicago of two or three small errors in 
descriptions-probably with a transparent note 
of editor's oneupmanship-brought flattering 
thanks for my diligence and sent me back to 
the Library for further checking. And then I 
found an imprint "not in McMurtrie" and an-
other, which, after an exciting exchange of let-
ters, went into the manuscript. Now I was 
hooked ... 
Sound familiar? 
During the subsequent fifteen years the 
compiler added 967 imprints to McMur-
trie's original 589 and deleted thirty-five 
for a final total of 1,521 entries. His dis-
coveries pushed the earliest known printing 
in the state back two years to 1~845. The 
resulting volume will stand for a long time 
as the definitive enumeration of early Ore-
gon printing, although one can imagine 
that somewhere the game has probably al-
ready begun of reporting a title "not in 
Belknap." 
The introduction to this work records 
the adventures and trials of the compiler 
rather than the standard historical essay on 
the first printing in the state. The illustra- · 
tions are well selected, clearly reproduced, 
and keyed to the text. The appendix com-
prises a list of 142 lost Oregon imprints. 
The indexes, both of subjects and of print-
ers and publishers, are comprehensive and 
accurate. 
Bibliographical description of the 1,521 
entries is appropriately full, including 
main entry, title page transcription includ-
ing line endings, printers' devices, pagina-
tion and size, frequent descriptive and his-
torical as well as contents notes, and loca-
tions of copies. It is done in the best biblio-
graphical and scholarly tradition and rep-
resents an important advance in our grow-
ing knowledge of our printing history. The 
volume is well designed and handsomely 
printed. May there be morel-David Kaser, 
Cornell University. • • 
ABSTRACTS 
(Abstracts given below are selected from those prepared for publication in 
Research in Education by the ERIC Clearinghouse for Library and Infor-
mation Sciences at the University of Minnesota. Unless otherwise noted, 
copies of the following documents are available, by purchase, in microfiche 
or in hard copy format, from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 
National Cash Register Co., 4936 Fairmont Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 
20014. Orders must include ED number.) 
Resources of North Camlina Libraries. 
Robert B. Downs, ed. Raleigh: Gover-
nor's Commission on Library Resources, 
1965. 242 p. (ED 027 038, MF-$1.00 
HC-$12.20). 
The conclusion of the survey is that 
North Carolina libraries do not have suffi-
cient resources, physical facilities, or staff 
to provide adequate library service for the 
state. The survey covers the present and 
potential roles of the State Library, the 
State Department of Archives and History, 
public libraries, university libraries, senior 
and junior college libraries, technical insti-
tutes and industrial education centers, 
school libraries, special libraries, and li-
brary education. The proposed program of 
the Governor's Commission on Library Re-
sources for improving library services cov-
ers the areas of financing, personnel, and 
facilities. Appended are: A) Standards for 
Library Functions at the State Level, B) 
Archive and Manuscript Collections in 
North Carolina, C) Rules and Regulations 
for the Allocation of State Aid and Fed-
eral Aid to Public Libraries, 1964-65, D) 
Education for Librarianship in North Caro-
lina, and E) Extending the Carolina Co-
operation. 
Library Technology and Architecture. Re-
port of a Conference Held at the Har-
vard Graduate School of Education, 
February 9, 1967. Cambridge: Harvard 
University, Graduate School of Educa-
tion, 1968. 51 p. (ED 027 052, available 
from the publisher, $1.00). 
The purpose of the conference was to 
investigate the implications of new tech-
nologies for library architecture and to use 
the findings in planning a new Library Re-
search Facility for the Harvard Graduate 
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School of Education. The first half of this 
document consists of reports prepared by 
six consultants on such topics as micro-
forms, computers, facsimile transmission, 
teaching machines, audiovisual media, au-
tomation, library equipment, man-machine 
systems, and copying methods. The sec-
ond half of the document is the transcript 
of the discussions at the conference. 
Training Program in Medical Librarianship 
and Health Sciences Information. An-
nual Report. July 1, 1967-]une 30, 1968. 
By Alan M. Rees. Cleveland: Case 
Western Reserve, Center for Documen-
tation and Communication Research, 
1968. 16 p. (ED 027 035, available from 
the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific 
and Technical Information as PB 178 
744, MF-$0.65 HC-$3.00). 
The Training Program consists of three 
specialized courses in medical librarianship, 
a four-week orientation to medical librari-
anship, field trips, and a seminar series on 
related topics. Resources of the local medi-
cal and academic communities have been 
used and an internship program for librari-
ans in the two Veterans Administration 
hospitals in the Cleveland area was estab-
lished. Recruiting activities for the program 
including mailed announcements, descrip-
tive brochures and posters, and a rented 
booth at the Medical Library Association's 
1967 Annual Convention are also described 
in this report. 
Results of an Experimental Program to Pro-
vide Low Cost Computer Searches of 
the NASA Information File to University 
Graduate Students in the Southeast. Fi-
nal Report. By Frederick 0. Smetana 
and Dennis M. Phillips. Durham: North 
• 
, 
Carolina Science and Technology Re-
search Center, 1968. 117 p. (ED 027 
034, available from the Clearinghouse 
for Federal Scientific and Technical In-
formation as N68-29038, MF-$0.65 HC 
-$3.00). 
In an effort to increase dissemination of 
scientific and technological information, a 
program was undertaken whereby gradu-
ate students in science and engineering 
could request a computer-produced bibli-
ography and/ or abstracts of documents 
identified by the computer. The principal 
resource was the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) tape file 
which is the basis of "Scientific and Tech-
nical Aerospace Reports" (STAR) and "In-
terna tiona! Aerospace Abstracts" ( IAA) . 
The search systems used are described, 
pricing considerations are discussed, and 
detailed statistics of the operational func-
tions are presented. Results are given on a 
user survey, with 144 responses obtained 
from the 155 students for whom searches 
were run. In general, the students ap-
peared satisfied. As the primary objective 
of the Technology Utilization Program is 
the more rapid diffusion of new technology 
into commercial industry, it was considered 
unfortunate that fewer than 40 per cent of 
the respondents indicated an interest in 
entering business and industry. It is sug-
gested that some means be found to pre-
sent significant data in simple terms to un-
dergraduate students expecting to enter 
commerce, finance, and manufacturing in 
order to familiarize them with a source 
from which they may obtain such informa-
tion in the future. 
Ten Steps for the Establishment of the 
Comprehensive Community College Li-
brary. By Norman E. Tanis. Pittsburg: 
Kansas State College, 1967. 12 p. (ED 
027 044, MF-$0.25 HC-$0.70.) 
Because community college boards of 
trustees and citizens committees often 
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make the initial decisions about major col-
lege policies and building plans, it is im-
portant that they become aware of the bas-
ic sequence of events which will promote 
excellent community college libraries. The 
ten steps involve: ( 1) provision of funds 
for the library in the capital funds secured 
for the new campus, ( 2) appointment of a 
capable head librarian, ( 3) utilization of a 
well-qualified library consultant, ( 4) es-
tablishment of a code of library policy and 
procedure, ( 5) priority to be given for pro-
vision of library materials, ( 6) considering 
the library to be a materials resource cen-
ter, (7) long-range budgeting, (8) visits 
to similar libraries, ( 9) writing the specifi-
cations for the consultant, and ( 10) estab-
lishing cooperative relationships with other 
libraries. 
User Survey of the New York Public Li-
brary Research Libraries. New York: 
Nelson Associates, 1969. 477 p. (ED 027 
054:, MF-$1.75 HC-$23.95). 
The report examines patron characteris-
tics and use patterns of the New York Pub-
lic Library Research Libraries. A general 
user survey was conducted as well as sur-
veys of the use of the Photographic Serv-
ice, Special Collections, Special Study 
Areas, and Reference Correspondence 
Service. Chapter I is a summary of prin-
cipal findings and conclusions. Chapter II 
covers the status, academic affiliation, oc-
cupational fields , educational level, and 
place of residence and employment of the 
patrons. Chapter III discusses the use of 
the Research Libraries including divisions 
used, frequency and intensity of use, pur-
pose of visits to the Research Libraries, 
materials sought and used, libraries used 
previously, and usefulness of resources. 
Chapter IV covers the effects of patron 
characteristics on the use of the Research 
Libraries. Projections for future use are 
given in Chapter V. The appendices in-
clude extensive descriptions of the five sur-
veys, copies of the user questionnaires, and 
a study of seasonal variations in use. • • 
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A Resource for 
Human Understanding 
Make your resources 
more effective-Join 
Celebrate 
ALA 
ALA Membership Day 
October 21, 1969 
Request 
Free Membership Promotion 
Materials 
Membership Promotion Office 
American Library Association 
50 East Huron , Chicago , Ill. 60611 
On June 24,197Q 
will you be in 
Barcelona? 
If you have a professional in terest in renal function, perhaps you should be. Several hundred of your 
colleagues from around the world will 
be there, attending the 7th European 
Congress on Dialysi s and Tran s -
plants. 
Not your field? What about metal-
lurgy(Conference on Heat Treatment 
of Engineering Components, London, 
December 17) ; agronomy (Annual 
Meeting of the American Society of 
Range Management, Denve1·, Febru-
ary 9, 1970) ; propulsion engineering 
(Gas Turbine Conference and Show, 
Brussels, May 24 , 1970); statistics 
(2nd International Congress on Proj-
ect Planning for Network Analysis, 
Amsterdam, October 6)? 
With each passing year, the pro-
fessional meeting is assuming greater 
importance within the international 
scientific-medical-technological com-
munity. It permits instant communi-
cation of new data-formal publica-
tion often lags a year or more. It de-
notes the state of the art, the "now" 
in the time-line of work in progress. 
And perhaps most valuable of all , 
it provides opportunity for face-to-
face communication, for the cross-
fertilization of theories and concepts. 
But as the value of meetings has in-
creased, so has their number-over 
2,000 a year throughout the world. 
WORLD MEETINGS, published by 
CCM Information Corporation, is the 
definitive reference to upcoming 
meetings. One edition covers the U.S . 
and Canada, the other, Outside U.S. 
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7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
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28 29 30 
and Canada-publish ed quarte1·ly, 
each is $35.00 a year. The indexes to 
U.S. and Canada meetings a1·e avail-
able as a separate publication on a 
quarterly basis at $5.00 a yea1·. 
Each is compl ete ly revised and 
cumulated every quarter. Listings in-
clude the subject content of the meet-
ing, its sponsor, and other pertinent 
information. Thus, should you be in-
terested in possibly attending the 7th 
Congress of the European Dialysis 
and transplant Association , a glance 
at WORLD MEETINGS wi ll tell you 
that the meeting will be held in Bar-
celona, from June 24 to 27; that the 
official in charge of ar rangements is 
Dr. L. Ribera, whose address is the 
Instituto Policlinico, Platon, 21, Bar-
celona; that more than 50 papers will 
be presented, and that deadline for 
abstracts is March 15, 1970 (full texts 
of the papers presented will be avail-
able-in French and English-in 
January 1971). 
You will further learn that attend-
ance is expected to be 400 to 500, and 
that the meeting will include some 90 
exhibits. Should you be interested in 
presenting an exhibit of your own, 
Dr. Ribera is the man to write to. 
WORLD MEETINGS 
To facilitate usage, t he full con-
tents of WORLD MEETINGS are 
indexed in five different ways: by 
date, location, deadline; sponsor and 
keyword identifying the field of in-
terest (e.g. analysis instrumentation, 
climatology, fertility , forensic sci-
ences, information display, laser en-
gineering, super~onrluctivity, ultra-
sonics in medicine, VTOL systems). 
All information listed comes di-
rectly from the sponsoring organiza-
tion, and is updated as further details 
become available. 
Meetings may be listed in WORLD 
MEETINGS as much as two years in 
advance. At the same time, because of 
its rapid cycle of publication and in-
put processing technique, WORLD 
MEETINGS can also report on the 
many important meetings which are 
called on short notice to consider sig-
nificant development on the research 
fronts. 
CCM Information Corporation, 
publishers of WORLD MEETINGS, 
is one of the leading and fastest-
growing companies applying ad-
vanced computer ar:td microform proc-
essing to satisfy information needs, 
particularly in the sciences, tech-
nology and education. 
If that meeting in Barcelona, or 
Denver, is worth your attendance, we 
want to make sure that you at least 
know it is taking place. For your sub-
scription to WORLD MEETINGS, 
write to: CCM Information Corpo-
ration-909 Third Ave., New York, 
New York 10022 
A PUBLICATION OF CCM INFORMATION CORPORATION 
A subsddry of Crowell Coll1er dnd Mdcmdldn, 909 Thnd Avenue, New York, New York 10022 
Dept. MJ6 
NEVER AGAIN 
at this amazingly low price. 
On Thursday, October 30, 1969, 
the price of this series will increase from 
·$4,428.50 to $6,642.75 
TRAVELS IN THE 
NEW SOUTH I & II 
T HE Lost Cause Press has published, on Microcard, volumes from Thomas D. Clark's Travels in the New South I and II, the last two volumes of the five-volume bibliography of 
travels in the South from 1607-1958. 
Mr. Clark, in the introduction, says: "Travel accounts are sources 
of information for scholars in many areas of research. There are 
everi accounts which give good insight into scientific developments. 
Almost of necessity these writings are of historical nature, and it has 
ever been the thought of the compilers and the editor of the volumes 
of this extensive bibliography that our work would be a tool for 
research scholars." 
Travels in the New South I and II cover the important years of 
1865-1955. The Postwar South 1865-1900, An Era of Re"construc-
tion and Readjustment. The Twentieth Century South, 1900-1955, 
An Era of Change, Depression and Emergence. 
Approximately 611 volumes* postpaid . . . ... . . ... . .. .. . ... .... $4,428.50 
On orders placed after October -30, 1969~ the price will be $6,642.75. 
A set of catalog cards will be included with this shipment, at 
no additional charge. 
*Duplicates of items already in library collections may be returned for credit 
within six months after receipt of shipment. 
LOST CAUSE PRESS 
114 2 Starlks Building 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 
40202 
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901-26th Street, N. W. I 
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ANNALES DU THEATRE ET DE LA MUSIQUE. 1-41 ANNEE 
( 1875-1916} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $130.00 
CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE. 23rd thru 42nd Congresses ( 1833-
73} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $615.00 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA. lith edition. 29 Vols . ... . . $199.00 
Hamilton, Alexander. WORKS. N.Y., Putnam, 1902. 12 Vols . . $ 50.00 
Hernandez y Davalos, J. E. COLECCION DE DOCUMENTOS 
PARA LA HISTORIA DE LAGUERRA DE INDEPENDENCIA 
DE MEXICO DE 1808 A 1821. Mexico, 1877-82. 6 Vols . .... $ 50.00 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AUTHOR CATALOG: CUMULA-
TIVE LIST OF WORKS REPRESENTED BY LIBRARY OF 
CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS, 1948-52 Ann Arbor, 1953. 
24 Vols. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $119.00 
NATION'S SCHOOL'S. Vols. 1-78 ( 1928-66) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $430.00 
POETRY. Vols. 1-110 ( 1912-67) {35mm microfilm) .. . ...... .. . $625.00 
Virginia. CALENDAR OF STATE PAPERS AND OTHER 
MANUSCRIPTS . . . PRESERVED IN THE CAPITOL AT 
RICHMOND •.. ( 1652-89} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 56.00 
U.S. Commissioner of Indian Affairs. ANNUAL REPORTS. 1824-
1949 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350.00 
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The Procurement of 
Library Furnishings 
Specifications, Bid Documents 
and Evaluation 
Frazer G. Poole and Alphonse E. 
Trezza , Editors 
Architects, library representatives, de-
signers and library equipment manu-
facturers treat the problems of library 
furnishings procurement. Topics cov-
ered include contracts and purchase 
orders, preparation of bid documents 
and specifications. Paper $3.75 
Junior College 
Libraries 
Development, Needs and Perspectives 
ACRL Monograph No. 30 
Everett Leroy Moore, Editor 
A multifaceted examination of the role 
of the junior college library on the new 
campus, in research, and in supporting 
instruction. These papers, presented at 
a conference sponsored by ALA, UCLA, 
and the American Association of Jun-
ior Colleges, deal with library education, 
personnel, facilities, and equipment. 
Paper $3.00 
Library Automation 
A State of the Art Review 
Stephen R. Salmon, Editor 
A non·technical report on the proceed-
ings of the first Institute on Library 
Automation sponsored by the Informa-
tion Science and Automation Division 
of ALA. The contributors detail progress 
in information networks, systems an-
alysis and design, building planning, 
cataloging, and other areas. Paper $7.50 
The Career of the 
Academic Librarian 
ACRL Monograph No. 29 
By Perry D. Morrison 
This study, based on questionnaire re-
sponses, isolates the social, economic, 
demographic, educational, motivational 
and psychological factors in the career 
patterns of 707 academic librarians. It 
indicates talents and traits tending to 
appear in long or short supply and their 
relationship to achievement. Paper 
$4.50 
The Undergraduate 
Library 
ACRL Monograph No. 31 
By Irene A. Braden 
The role and impact of six undergradu-
ate libraries housed separately from the 
general libraries of six major universi-
ties. Each library is analyzed for its pur-
pose; development; financing; physical 
layout; furniture; lighting; book collec· 
tion, its acquisition, size and scope; 
and staff. A significant study for every 
college and university library. High 
school., junior college, and specia I 
libraries will find much that can be 
adapted to their needs. Ready this 
month. Paper Price to be set. 
MARC Manuals 
Used by the Library of Congress 
Prepared by the Information Systems 
Office, Library of Congress 
An aid for librarians and computer pro-
grammers using or creating catalog rec· 
ords on magnetic tape in MARC II for· 
mat. Four manuals totaling more than 
300 pages. Plastic spiral $7.50 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 E. Huron, Chicago, Ill. 60611 
The Baker & Taylor University and 
College Library New-Book Service guarantees: 
• SCREENING by highly skilled professional libra-
rians of all new books published in English, in the 
United States and abroad, by University Presses as 
well as scholarly and trade publishers, to determine 
their suitability for the program . 
• AUTOMATIC SHIPMENT of all new books as they 
are published, based on the profile or standing 
order requirements {either by subject area or by 
publisher} of each subscribing academic library . 
• COMPUTER-PRINTED LC CARDS {headed or 
unheaded} on every title shipped, available at only 
15¢ a set. 
• FULL ON-APPROVAL RETURN PRIVILEGES of 
any title not fitting a library's individual needs . 
• GENEROUS DISCOUNTS based upon each 
library's individual purchasing program . 
• CONSTANT MAINTENANCE OF A HUGE INVEN-
TORY OF BOOKS-the program is backed by the 
largest stock of books published by University 
Presses, and scholarly and trade publishers, assur-
ing the most complete, fastest shipment of replace-
ment and back list titles available from any book 
wholesaler. 
We at Baker & Taylor believe that our University & College Library New-Book Service is the most comprehensive plan 
of its kind ever devised for academic libraries, with speed of shipment unmatched by any other source. 
For further information, or to have a representative call, please write to your nearest Baker & Taylor division. 
THE BAKER & TAYLQ R CO. Oldest and larcest book wholesaler in the U.S. Easte rn Divis ion, Somerville, N. J. 08876, 50 Kirby Avenue, Telephone: 
201·722-8000, N. Y. City Tel. : 212-227-8470 • Midwest & Southern Division, Momence, Ill. 60954, Te lephone : 815·472-2444, Chicago Te l.: 312-3464074 • Western 
Division, Reno, Nev. 89502, 380 Edison Way, Telephone : 702-786-6700 • Interstate Library Service Co. (A subsidiary), Oklahoma City, Okla . 73118, 4600 North 
Cooper, Telephone : 405·525·6561 
There are two ways to keep abreast 
of the 20,000 new English Language 
books that come out each year. 
The old way: Read tens of thousands of listings and ads. 
The new way: Use the unique Books-Coming-Into-Print Service 
from Bro-Dart's Stacey's Division. 
Books-Coming-Into-Print is a computer-
operated advance notification and acquisi-
tion program which allows your library to 
profile its needs in specific disciplines. It 
gives you notification, continuations, and 
automatic shipment of books on approval. 
This is much more than an approval pro-
gram. 
Our Stacey's Division, the nation's lead-
ing academic bookseller, will classify and 
organize over 20,000 titles a year of interest 
to your library. 
Then there's the matter of our computer 
and the Thesaurus we provide you with. By 
using our Thesaurus and your specifications 
you p-in point the exact type of books you'll 
be interested in, regardless of how broad or 
narrow your areas of special interest or the 
academic level desired. By carefully profil-
ing your needs, you'll be receiving books or 
information about only those publications 
that would be of special interest to your 
library. That's the advantage of dealing 
with a computer. 
The Books-Coming-Into-Print Program 
will provide you with an advance notice 
card prior to publication for each title which 
fits your profile. If you, for any reason, 
don't want the book, all you have to do is 
return the computerized card. And we won't 
send you the book. If, on publication, the 
book is not appropriate to your profile, you 
will receive a rejection notice with explana-
tion. Of course, all shipments are "on 
approval." 
Remember, you'll be dealing with one 
source for books from all publishers. The 
Books-Coming-Into-Print Program applies 
to all English language books, continua-
tions, and monographs by commercial and 
non-commercial publishers. In the humani-
ties. Or the sciences. 
Then, since you'll be dealing with Bra-
Dart, you'll have the option of getting your 
books with a full variety of supplemental 
cataloging and processing services. 
Since you'll be given advance notice 
about each new book, the system is com-
patible with your present way of ordering 
monographs and continuations. 
And what you'll hav~ is an "on order" 
file which your library can use for ordering, 
reference, or cancellations. 
Naturally, your library will receive com-
petitive discounts. Rapid service. And ac-
curate selections. 
Much easier than reading all those ads 
and listings. 
For additional information on this excit-
ing new service, write: Dept. CRL-915a 
P.O. Box 923, Williamsport, Pa. 17701 
2575 hlanover, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 
In a world of specialists, 
does anyone remember the 
poor generalist? 
Yes, we do! 
Specialized indexi ng serv·ices have undoubted 
value . We know because we publish some of the 
most elegant ones available anywhere . 
But th ere is also a place and a continued need 
for a broad-gauged , generalized , multi-disciplinary 
index that is timely and easy to use. And we publish 
one of those too-the most comprehensive , up-to-
date guide in the world to the available lite rature in 
the sciences, medicine and technology. 
The PANDEX CURRENT INDEX TO SCIENTIFIC 
AND TECHNICAL LITERATURE, pub lished by CCM 
Information Corporation , covers 2,400 scientific , 
medical and techn ical journals 35 ,000 U.S. Govern-
ment Research and Technical Reports , and 6,000 
new books annually. It includes appropriate ma-
terial from the Russ ian , German , French and Italian 
literatures. Now, too , it incorporates the complete 
Engineering Index in electronics , giving it even 
wider scope in an important field . 
The PANDEX Index is published in printed, bound 
form eve ry two weeks . All entries are indexed under 
6 to 20 different subject headings, making it high ly 
unlikely that the user will miss an important new 
publication regardless of the key subject word he 
uses. There is also an author index that provides a 
complete listing of the principal authors of all the 
works cited . 
Qua rterly and annual accumulations to the 
PANDEX Index are avai lable in microfiche or micro-
fi lm . Th e full contents of the Index are also available 
on computer tape on a weekly basis , along with 
complete support programs for printout , retrospec-
tive search and SOl (Selective Disseminat ion on 
Information). Tape is generated on an IBM 360 and 
is available in either seven or nine track format ; 
coding is EBCDIC or BCDIC. 
For information on weekly magnetic tape service 
and price schedules on microform write to CCM 
Information Corporation , or fill in coupon below. 
CCM INFORMATION CORPORATION Dept. MIS 
A Subsidiary of Crowell Collier and Macmillan 
909 Th ird Avenue , New York 10022 
0 Send sample copy 
0 Send more information 
0 Send me the print form at $360 annually. 
NAME __________________________________ _ 
TITLE __________________________________ _ 
LI BRARY ________________________________ _ 
ADDRESS·---------------------------------
CITY STATE ZIP ____ _ 
-----------------------1 
CCM INFORMATION CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of Crowell Col lier and Macmillan, 909 Th ird Avenue, New York 10022 
Number Words and Number Symbols Karl Menninger 467 pp. $15.00 
Heralds of Science Bern Dibner 96 pp. $2.95 
Neurosciences Research Symposium Summaries edited by Francis 0. Schmitt, et. a/. 594 pp. $12.50 
Survey of Applicable Mathematics Karel Rektorys, editor 1350 pp. $16.95 
Star Atlas Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 152 loose sheets $18.50 
Computerized Library Catalogs J. L. Dolby, V. J. Forsyth , and H. L. Resnikoff 176 pp. $10.00 
Two Chicago Architects and Their Clients: Wright and Shaw, Leonard K. Eaton 272 pp. $1 O.OOT 
General Theory: Social , Political , Economic , and Regional Walter lsard 300 pp. $10.00 
The Bauhaus Hans Wingler 696 pp. $42.50T until December 31 , 1969 $55.00T thereafter 
Science in France in the Revolutionary Era Maurice P. Crosland 240 pp . $10.00 
Gyroscopic Theory, Design, and Instrumentation W. Wrigley, W. Hollister, W. Denhard 464 pp. $21 .00 
Systematic Analysis of Library Policies Jeffrey Raffel and Robert Shishko 128 pp. $6.95 
Che: Selected Writ ings of Ernesto Guevara R. Bonachea and N. Valdes, editors 512 pp. $10.00T 
Science Reference Sources Frances Briggs Jenkins 300 pp. $2 .951 paper, $10.00 
Hunting for Dinosaurs Zofia Kielan-Jaworoska 204 pp. $10.00 
In Honor of Philip M. Morse H. Feshbach and K. Uno lngard , editors 352 pp . $20.00 
Information, Mechanism and Meaning Donald M. MacKay 224 pp. $6.95 
Jewish Folkways in Germanic Lands (1648-1806) Herman Pollack 368 pp. $12.50 
The Acquisition of Syntax in Children from 5 to 10 Carol Chomsky 144 pp. $5.95 
Psychological Research in Communist China 1949-1966 Robert and Ai-li Chin 240 pp. $10.00 
Atomic Order Enrico Cantore 336 pp. $12.50 
Arcology The City in the Image of Man Paolo Soleri 256 pp. $25.00 
The MIT Press Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 
T: trade discounted 
28DAY 
DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE 
ON MAGAZINE AND BOOK RE-BINDING! 
WE GUARANTEE IT! 
In our large, modern plant in Jacksonville, 
Illinois, our tremendous staff handles mil-
lions of magazines and books for rebinding 
every year. Our rebinding process has been 
used on magazines, books and paperbacks in 
high school and university libraries through-
out the United States. 
The cost is extremely modest ... about 
$1.00 per book for Perma-Bound paper-
backs and about $4.15 per volume for peri-
odicals. For large volume customers, we 
have our own trucks with experienced drivers 
who pick up your cartons of periodicals, 
books and paperbacks and deliver them 
back to you. In just 28 days. 
If you are not already a Hertzberg-New 
Method customer, wouldn't this be a good 
time to get started on your own "Save-A-
Book Program?" 
~=~=:-=~ 
SEND FOR OUR PAPERBACK CATALOG 
Mail coupon for FREE copy of our 
Catalog of Educational Paper-
backs (not rebound) with over 
4,000 titles. 
HERTZBERG· NEW METHOD, INC. 
Vandalia Road • Jacksonville, Illinois 62650 
Dept. CR-6 
Hertzberg-New Method, Inc. 
Vandalia Road ·Jacksonville, Ill inois 62650 
D Please have your driver pick up 
some bundles of our periodicals, 
books and paperbacks for binding. D Please send a FREE SAMPLE of a 
Perma-Bound Paperback without 
obligation. D Please send Catalog of 4,000 
Paperback titles (not rebound). 0 Please send information on how 
we can have paperbacks , now in 
our possession, Perma-Bound. 
Name 
Title 
Institution 
Address 
City State Z ip 
L----------------------------- ---------------------
What 
does 
Herner & Company 
specialize 
·n? I . 
Everything 
it does ... 
(and it does many things) 
FOR 
INSTANCE• We're helping design and 
• evaluate new abstracting and 
indexing journals in education and political science. 
We're designing an interstate information network to serve 
manufacturing firms. 
We're performing custom acquisition, cataloging, abstracting 
and indexing services for biomedical, chemical and social 
science clients. 
We're operating two large-scale specialized information centers. 
We're developing a computer-produced book catalog in the 
environmental sciences. 
We're preparing indexed compendia of current research 
projects in information science and biomedicine. 
We're studying information acquisition and use patterns 
among engineers and psychiatrists. 
We're engineering the move of a multi-million volume na-
tional library to new premises. 
Maybe we're the specialists you need. If you think so, write, 
call, or wire: 
Director of Project Planning 
HERNER 
2431 K Street, N. W. 
(202) 965-3100 
COMPANY 
Washington, D. C. 20037 
YOU MAY BE GLAD YOU DID. 
The University of Virginia Edition of 
The Works of Stephen Crane 
Edited by Fredson Bowers 
Bowery Tales: Maggie and George's Mother 
Edited by FREDSON BowERS, Linden Kent Professor of English, University of Virginia. Introductions by 
JAMES B. CoLVERT, Professor of English, University of Georgia. xcviii, 184 pp., color frontis. 6 x 9~. SBN 
8139-0258-4. LC 68-8536. $7.75 
"The product of recent advances in textual scholarship is this first volume of a definitive scholar's text for 
,. 
Crane's work .... Obviously of primary interest to serious students of American letters or to bibliog- i 
raphers, this series should be bought for academic and large public collections." -Library journal 
Tales of Whilomville 
-"The Monster," "His New· Mittens," Whilomville Stories 
Edited by FREDSON BowERS, Linden Kent Professor of English, University of Virginia. Introduction by 
J. C. LEVENSON, Edgar Allan Poe Professor of English, University of Virginia. lx, 277 pp., illus. 6 x 9~ . 
SBN 8139-0259-2. LC 68-8536. $7.75 
Librarians are encouraged to place standing orders for 
this Crane edition which is planned for ten volumes. 
Poems 
From The Virginia Quarterly Review 
1925-1967 
Foreword by CHARLOTTE KOHLER, Editor, THE VIRGI lA QUARTERLY REVIEW. xiv, 259 pp. SBN 8139-0257-6. 
LC 69-18860. $8.75 
This anthology collects 129 poems by 50 poets, including Conrad Aiken, C. Day Lewis, Walter de la 
Mare, Richard Eberhart, T. S. Eliot, Robert Frost, A. E. Housman, Randall Jarrell, Robinson Jeffers, 
Howard Nemerov, Carl Sandburg, Allen Tate and Robert Penn Warren. 
The Ill us ion of Life 
American Realism as a Literary Form 
By HAROLD H. KoLB, JR., Assistant Professor of English, University of Virginia. Bibliography, index. SBN 
8139-0286-x. LC 76-93186. Pages to be announced. D ec. $5.75 
This study presents a clear and scholarly examination of realism as the developing form of American 
literature during the mid-1880's. Following the text is a bibliography of the published works of Henry 
James, Mark Twain, and William Dean Howells from 1884 to 1886 and a selected bibliography on 
American literary realism. 
Edgar Poe the Poet 
Essays New and Old on the Man and His Work 
By FLOYD STOVALL, former Professor of English, University of Virginia. vii, 273 pp., frontis., index. 6 x 9~. 
SBN 8139-0265-7. LC 75-82532. $8.50. 
Poe and his poetry are studied exclusively in this collection of essays, some republished and some new. 
Presented as a group, these papers give an original interpretation of Poe the poet, his poetry, and his 
poetic theory. This careful study is a major step in placing Poe in proper critical perspective. 
University Press of Virginia Charlottesville 
~ GAYLORD 
LIBRARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
GAYLORD BROS., INC. ·SYRACUSE, N . Y . 13201 · STOCKTON. CALIF. 95201 
Now, From 
CCM Information 
Corporation: 
The first 
full, monthly, 
index to 100,000 
of the most important 
conference papers 
to be delivered 
around the world 
during a 12 
month period. 
To the scientific community, the 
conference paper has assumed 
somewhat the same function as the 
special report in industry. It is the 
first public disclosure of events- in-
the-making, the first report on work 
in progress. 
Now, thanks to a unique acquisition 
and input procedure, and advanced 
computer processing capability, 
CCM Information Corporation is 
able to provide scientists and li-
brarians with a current awareness 
service on new papers in chemistry, 
engineering and the life sciences, 
in many cases a month or more be-
fore formal presentation of the ac-
tual paper. 
The three new publications are: 
CURRENT INDEX TO CONFERENCE 
PAPERS IN CHEMISTRY 
CURRENT INDEX TO CONFERENCE 
PAPERS IN ENGINEERING 
CURRENT INDEX TO CONFERENCE 
PAPERS IN THE LIFE SCIENCES 
Each will be published monthly and 
will contain three sections: 
A Subject Index giving the paper's 
title , the author's name and his 
address when available. 
An Author Index giving the author ' 
name and the subject headin 
under which his paper appears. 
A Conference Data Section con 
taining the name of the conferenc 
its date, location and sponsor, an 
ordering information of preprint 
reprints, translations, abstract vol 
umes, etc. Cumulations will be pr 
duced sem iannually in printed for 
The entire project is under the pr 
fessional direction of the Worl 
Meetings Information Center, whos 
editors produce WORLD MEETING 
and CALL FOR PAPERS. To help a 
sure the inclusion of every impo 
tant scientific and technical pape 
a distinguished International A 
visory Board has been appointed 
assist in selecting all significa 
conferences and meetings to 
covered-some 2,000 a year. 
In time-often a year or more-t 
vast majority of these papers w 
find their way into the journal liter 
ture in their fields. 
But given the rate of current scie 
tific progress, a year can be ave 
very long time. 
------------------------------------· Special introductory offer-save 10% on monthly issues for first 12 issues 
TO: CCM Information Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Crowell Collier and Macmillan 
909 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 
Please enter my subscription for the following: 
Current Index to Conference Papers in Chemistry 
(monthly) at the pre-publication price of $67.50 (regularly $75 a year). 
Semi-annual cumulations (2 issues) $25 a year. 
Current Index to Conference Papers in Engineering 
(monthly) at the pre-publication price of $85 (regularly $95 a year). 
Semi-annual cumulations (2 issues) $35 a year. 
Current Index to Conference Papers in Life Sciences 
(monthly) at the pre-publication price of $81 (regularly $90 a year) . 
Semi-annual cumulations (2 issues) $35 a year. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D Special combination price for all three publications (without cumulations) $235. 
Name Title 
Institution 
Address 
City State Zip 
Dept. M 14 Scheduled to begin publication in September, 1969. 
------------------------------------~ 
ORDER FORM 
A new plan to build your newspaper holdings at 
far below normal microfilm subscription prices! 
Start your balanced collection of newspapers on microfilm, or build , inexpensively , on existing 
collections with the Micro Photo library Edition Plan ... an excellent opportunity to receive 
continu ing subscriptions of leading American newspapers on microfilm , specially tailored to meet 
the needs of libraries, educators and researchers. 
We make a long story short by refilming the newspaper to: • delete remake pages 
• eliminate large advertising sections • save space in tabloid section filming • save cost 
And , as a result . .. provide you with a valuable reference and historically complete film copy 
of these newspapers at far below the individual subscription price charged for a copy of the 
microfilm as prepared for the publishers' record . 
These newspapers are read daily by 8,110,370 people throughout the nation. They should be in 
your reference files. ACT N·ow ... while the substantial library Edition savings are in effect. 
PACKAGE NO. 2 -SIX 
COMPLETE LIBRARY 
EDITION NEWSPAPERS 
The Wall Street Journal 
The Charlotte Observer 
The Detroit News 
Rocky Mountain News 
of Denver 
The Washington Post 
The Des Moines Register 
Regular Package 
Subscription Price 
Price (all six) 
$ 75 .00 
175.00 
363 .00 
170.00 
275 .00 
105.00 
$1163 .00 $760 .00 
SA VI NGS ... $403 .00 
Newspapers from the Library Edition Package 
No. 1 are still available at Library Club savings 
... send for brochure describing: • The Miami 
Herald • The Cleveland Press • Daily News 
(New York) • San Francisco Exam iner • 
Arkansas Gazette (Little Rock) 
For as lillie as $780. you add 
these six newsuauers to your 
microfilm reference collection 
with new Library Editions ulan 
Brochure explaining the library Editions Plan available on request. 
miCRO PHOTO DIVISIOn 
BELL EJ HOWELL 
LIBRARY & EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 
OLD MANSFIELD ROAD WOOSTER, OHIO 44691 
I 
l 
l 
the only 
on system you 
etween now 
and the computer: 
Bro-Dart's new SysdaC M 
And who knows? In some libraries, you 
may never need a computer with the new 
Sysdac working for you. Sysdac Mark III, 
for example: 
o maintains complete borrower's record 
on book card without consuming it. 
o resettable counter eliminates hand tallies 
o eliminates retyping of book cards 
o eliminates registration files 
o eliminates date due cards 
o speeds up book slipping 
o has new quiet, velvet-smooth motor 
It's available for book card filing in a 
Master Book Card File as a Tab-Out sys-
tem or, for conventional date due book 
card filing, as Tab-In system. 
Can be used with any book card includ-
ing data processing cards. The only new 
form you'll need is the Sysdac plastic 
borrower's J.D. card. 
And you know it's dependable. After 
all, it's the successor to the Sysdac I and 
II that have been proven by school, public 
and college libraries for years. 
The Sysdac Mark III may be purchased, 
rented, or a lease-buy arrangement can 
be made. 
For details, write Dept. CRL 915 
t .. 
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Here's the closest thing yet to the actual 
printed LC card. Clear. Legible. Complete. 
It should be. 
This replica is reproduced from a Micro-
fiche of the printed LC card itself. 
With our new Depository Card Service, you 
now get LC card replicas like this in less 
than two minutes. Including search time! 
No need to order and then wait weeks for 
printed cards. No need to type cards out. 
Depository Card Service extends the ad-
vantages of IDC's Micrographic Catalog 
Retrieval System to libraries where card 
quality has always been scrupulously ob-
served. It can help any library solve the 
increasingly serious problem of time-con-
suming search work involved in acquiring 
books, cataloging, and getting new books 
promptly into circulation. 
Here is how the M-C-R System- and the 
new Depository Card Service- work: 
The M-C-R System- You receive a starter set 
of Microfiche cards containing LC and Na-
tional Union Catalog entries dating from 1963. 
(Over a half-million entries fit in a desk-top 
20" Microfiche file!) Thereafter, you receive 
weekly Microfiche issues containing approx-
imately 3000 advance-release LC entries. You 
also receive a quick-find Index. To search out 
an LC entry- and make a full-size copy-
you simply (1) refer to the Index, (2) select the 
proper Microfiche card, (3) insert the card in 
a Printer-Reader, and (4) push a button for 
your LC copy, delivered in 6 seconds, ready 
for over-typing and Xeroxing. 
New Depository Card Service - Directly from 
the Library of Congress, we are now able to 
bring you Microfiche copies of the printed LC 
cards (rather than copies made from proof 
slips). You receive crisp, clean, legible Micro-
fiche negatives of the printed card itself. This 
service includes all new advance-release cards 
issued by the Library of Congress. 
New Retrospective Collection- This new of-
fering to M-C-R subscribers now makes it pos-
sible to extend your Microfiche file to include 
all LC and National Union Catalog entries 
back to 1953- ten years earlier than pre-
viously available. Especially valuable for new 
libraries, or those expanding their services. 
INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION 
Library Systems and Services Division 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
OOOIII~!Q 
000000 
Everything for LC searching and 
full-size card copies at a single desk. 
88 Main Street 
Reading, Massachusetts 01867 
Gentlemen: 
We'd like more information on how your M-C-R System and the new 
Depository Card Service can solve search problems and simplify 
catalog card reproduction and filing for us. 0 Please send me litera-
ture. 0 Please have your representative call me to arrange a 
demonstration. 
Name ........................................ .. . . ..............•.....• 
Position ..............................................................• 
Library ...............................................................• 
Street .. .................. . .•.........................................•• 
City .............................. State ........ . ....... Zip ...........•• 
RMr 
*Research and Microfilm Publications 
One of the most ambitious data-gathering efforts of recent years 
has been the program of the U.S. Joint Publications Research Serv-
ice (USJPRS) to provide government agencies with sign ificant and 
otherwise unavailable material from foreign sources. 
These sources include scholarly works , research papers and 
documents, articles from leading newspapers, magazines and jour-
nals, economic and industrial reports , conference proceedings, and 
commercial statistics. 
The material, selected by both government and private research 
specialists , covers the full spectrum of the social and physical sci-
ences, political affairs , economics, medicine, international relations, 
and all aspects of engineering and technology. 
All of this material is available to non-governmental educational , 
research and industrial organizations. Its current volume amounts 
to approximately 1,000 pages of translations per working day-
more than one quarter million pages a year. 
Through RESEARCH AND MICROFILM PUBLICATIONS, CCM 
Information Corporation offers the only comprehensive indexing, 
microfilm and microfiche services to the entire output of USJPRS 
material. Issued monthly to subscribers, the RMP Bibliography-
Indexes to Current USJPRS Translations is organized into four geo-
graphic areas: China-Asia, Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union , and 
International Developments, which covers Africa, Latin America and 
the Near East. Each area bibliography contains a detailed listing of 
the most recent JPRS translations relevant to that area. Corre-
sponding microform of the translated documents is available for 
each area on a monthly basis. To provide complete access to JPRS 
translations, back issues of the Bibliography-Index and companion 
microform files are available for all four geographic areas. 
RESEARCH AND MICROFILM PUBLICATIONS also publishes 
more than 750 full-length scholarly books translated by JPRS. Titles 
cover all the subjects included in the monthly translation service 
and are now available in Xerox copyflo format-either in paper-
back or hard cover. A catalogue listing all the book titles and 
organized by subject and by country can be obtained free from 
CCM Information Corporation . Write for your copy today. 
CCM INFORMATION CORPORATION 
A subsidiary of Crowell Collier and Macmillan 
909 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
~-------------------------, 
RESEARCH & MICROFILM PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
CCM Information Corporation Dept. M 17 
A subsidiary of Crowell Collier and Macm illan, Inc . 
909 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 
0 Please send me the RMP catalog and more information. 
NAME 
TITLE 
LIBRARY 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
~-------------------------
LANGUAGE& 
dictionaries en ~ 
Sylva Clapin 
NEW DICTIONARY OF AMERICANISMS. 
5 2 58 definitions of American words, phrases, 
nicknames, . and expressions, including also En-
glish words absorbed by Americans and words 
adopted from other languages. (1902) 
L.C. 68-17985 581 pp. $19.50 
T. Lewis 0. Davies 
A SUPPLEMENTARY ENGLISH GLOSSARY. 
A supplement to Richardson, Halliwell, Latham, 
and Nares containing old and new expressions 
not in these four works. {1881) 
L.C. 68-23468 736 pp. 
Edward Fraser and John Gibbons 
$24.50 
SOLDIER AND SAILOR WORDS AND 
PHRASES, including slang of the trenches and 
the air force; British and American war-words 
and service terms and expressions in everyday 
use; nicknames; sobriquets, and titles of regi-
ments, with their origins; the battle-honours of 
the great war awarded to the British army. 
{1925) 
L.C. 68-30635 IUus. 372 pp. $14,50 
Benjamin Homer Hall 
A COLLECTION OF COLLEGE WORDS AND 
CUSTOMS, comprising slang terms of Ameri-
. can and foreign colleges, with full definitions 
and quotations. (1856) 
L.C. 68-17995 514 pp. $19.50 
James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps 
A DICTIONARY OF ARCHAIC AND 
PROVINCIAL WORDS, obsolete phrases, pro-
verbs, and ancient customs, from the four-
teenth century, 13th ed. (1889) 
L.C. 68.:31151 1,000 pp. 2 vol. $38.50 
~ 
> ~ 
~ 
ORDER ON THIRTY-DAY 
FREE TRIAL EXAMINATION 
in Gale 
reprint 
editions 
Charles Mackay 
> z Q 
A DICTIONARY OF LOWLAND SCOTCH, 
with an introductory chapter on the poetry, 
·humour, and literary history of the Scottish 
language and an appendix of Scottish proverbs. 
(1888) 
L.C. 68-17998 398 pp. $18.00 
Edward E. Morris 
AUSTRAL ENGLISH: A DICTIONARY OF 
AUSTRALASIAN WORDS, PHRASES, AND 
USAGES with aboriginal Australian and Maori 
words which have become incorporated in the 
language, and the commoner words that have 
had their origin in Australasia. (1898) 
L.C. 68-18003 525 pp. $28.50 
Charles Pettman 
AFRICANDERISMS. A glossary of South 
African colloquial . words and phrases and of 
place and other names. ( 1913) 
L.C. 68-18007 598 pp. $24.50 
Walter T. Rogers 
DICTIONARY OF ABBREVIATIONS. Being 
citations of those terms used in the professions, 
sports, and trades. ( 1913) 
L.C. 68-30662 217 pp. $9.50 
Thomas Wright 
DICTIONARY OF OBSOLETE AND PRO-
VINCIAL ENGLISH, containing words from 
the English writers previous to the nineteenth 
century. (1886) 
L.C. 67-24062 1,064 pp. 2 vol. $23.00 
RESEARCH COMPANY Book Tower Detroit, Michigan 48226 
New From S-H Service Agency 
Ready shortly 
THE BOLETI OF NORTHEASTERN 
NORTH AMERICA 
By 
Walter H. Snell and Esther A. Dick 
About 400 p~ges, 100 plates (72 colored), cloth 
Subscription price $40.00 
Listprice after Publication $50.00 
Since Peck's New York State Bulletin on the Boleti of the United 
States in 1889, repeated by Mcilvaine in 1900, and Murrill's rear-
rangement of about the same scope in 1910 and 1914, there has been 
no American treatment available to collectors or students of these 
fleshy fungi. The present contribution is based upon 40 years of study 
of material collected primarily in New York and New England and 
the eastern provinces of Canada (including subarctic Quebec to a 
limited extent). 
Place your order now! 
Available lrom: 
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THE WORLD'S LEADING ~-Hilr, II. 
INTERNATiONAL BOOKSELLERS offices in LONDON I PARIS J STUTTGART 
BOGOTA I RIO DE JANEIRO 
31 East 10 Street I New York, ILY. 1.al 
